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flabnrab Etitning
VOL. XXI. NO.29

PADUCAH, KY.. SATURDAY EVENING. FEBRUARY
2. 1907.

OFFICERS CHOSEN BY
COMMERCIAL CLUB
H. C. Rhodes, of Rhodes-Burford Company, Elected President to Succeed
Joseph L. Friedman—Harmonious
Meeting of Directors Today
EXCELLENT MEN AR E SEL EC T E D

4

ALL IS GAMBLING.
Montgomery, Ala., Feb. 2,—
The legislative conunIttee has refused to exclude bridge whist
and euchre parties from gambling bills. Parlor games will be
closed along with dance hulls
and poker games. The new bill
makes it an offen_ae to bet or offer prizes on cards anywhere.
SOMEBODY'S. NEXT.
•
London, Feb. 2.— King Edward and Queen Alexandria left
for Paris today traveling incognito.
CRAZY DEED.
Kingston, Feb. 2.—Action of
Governor Swettenham in direct, hirs his letter to Admiral Davis
was not that of A sane man nor
WAS ft the deed of James Ale'xander Swettenhani. The letter was
written by a main temporarily
crazed by an overwhelming calamity. The public will have to
look to science for an explanation." This statement WAS inside
today by Doane, head of the
medical department at Jamaica.

YOUNG BURGLARS JURY
ARE IN THE TOILS
ee.

10 CENTS PER WEEK

SECURED IN THAW CASE;
COURT ADJOURNS TILL MONDAY

Charged With Committing
Three Offenses

JEROME DEMANDS
ANOTHER CHANGE

Confess to Crimes and Are Held to
Grand Jury Under Heavy Bond
BY Judge (Voss.

Remainder of Talesmen Will
Report One More Day Vntil Counsel Agree

CLEVER WORK 01.' DETECTIVE*.

Through the good work of DetecSTATES CASE WILL BE SHORT.
tives Moore and Baker, Patrolman
Gourleux and others, responsibiliti
Officers itteciedi.
for several store burglaries; the last
Presederstre-H. C. Rhodes.
GIANT'S BLOOD TO SAVE GIRL
month was brought home to the
First Vice 'Prea—W. C. Hummel.
Defense Notified' to Be Ready to Beguilty parties.
, Second Vice Pres.—Sol Dreyfure. Yale Athlete Offers Fluid for Veins of
gin Statement of CAS'. Eaarly in
Charged with perpetrating three
Treasurer--James •Wellle.
Platt's Sick Granddaughter.
the Afternoon.
burglaries, to which they -have conAt the first meeting this morning
feesed, live boys, George Gaines,
of the new board of direotors of the - New York, Feb. 2.—Heroic measClover Holland, Fort Jackson-, HarCommercial club, composed of repre- ures were decided en
today to save
vey Fletcher and Bert Roberts, are
BURDEN WILL SHIFT IN TRIAL,
GRAIN MARKET.
sentative business men, officers were the life of Miss Ellen
B. Platt, daughheld under $300 bond to answer to
Cincinnati, Feb. 2.— Wheat,
elected for the ensuing year. It was ter of Senator Thomas C. Plrht,
who
the grand jury. Their ages range
78; corn, 46; outs, 42.
a well attended meeting and the best is critically 111 of typhoid fever.
By
from 11 to 15 yews, and they are
of spirit prevailed.
H. C. Rhodes, the transfustun of blood from a healNew York, Feb. 2.—The Thaw
sons of working people on the north
who was firse vice-president, ties, thy person it is hoped
juto conquer the
ry as completed late yesterda
side. The crimes with which they
elected president. Mr. +Rhodes is at disease
y follows:
are charged are entering F. E. Dunn's
the head of the Rhodes-Burford
When it was announced that this
DEMING B. SMITH, retired mandrug store, Seventh and Clay streets,
company. .bassing recently acquired a operation was necessar
y, a searen for
ufacturer, foreman.
the night of January 19, and stealing
control:lug interest
the local a proper subject was begun. Livings.
GEORGE P. PFAFFA, hardware
toilet articles from a window; enterbranch of the big concern.
ton Platt was informed of his sisdealer.
ing Mitt:seal) & company's grocery
W. P. Hummel, of Hummel Bnos., ter'n condition. He
confided to some
CHARLES If. FECKZ, shipping
and saloon, Finley and Tenth streets
the second vice-president, was pro- of his most intimate
friends in the
agent.
Thursday night, and stealing $7, e
Consid
ering
moted. He is one of the hard work- senior class at Yale,
Bad
Weathe
r.
anone of them
OSCAR A. PINK. salesman.
pistol, weevil, three razors and a lot CONTRACTOR OLIVER, WHO WILL DIG THE PANAMA CANAL
ing members's' of the organisation.
offered himself as a subject.
Which
Has
Hampe
red
BUSi
The man who actually Will build the Panama canal is W. J. Oliver of
HENRY C. HA.RNEY, piano dealof
cigars, and stealing supplies from
Mr. Sol Dreyfuss, president of the
This young man is a giant in
Knoxville. Tenn., whose bid for the canstruction contract was the lowest suls er.
grocery, North
Dreyfuse, Weil company, was elected strength. He
mess for Practically Whole Clark's
Twelfth
is more than six feet
initted.s.aig, Oliver IS a millionaire, having made his money In large contract
HARRY C. BRISALEY, advertising
street.
to succeed Mr. Hummel.
tall and his perfect condition, Lie
'ohs. Just now he is cutting through Lookout mountain the longest tunnel
Month of January
agent.
AS pleaded guilty to the Clark
Mr. James Weille, of B. VVeille & physicians say,
n America. Ile is only thirty-nine years old and was born in Massachusetts,
makes him an ideal
MALCOLM S. FRASER, salesman.
burglary; and all but Roberts to the
Son. was chosen treasurer. All the subject for
ne has spent most of his life in the south. He is called a "shirt sleeves"
the unusual sacrifice.
Mitchell job. Gaines and Holland
CHARLES D. NEWTON, retired
non. which means that his success is due to his personal attendance upon
officers are members of tried and
INCREASE OVER LAST YEAR. exonorate the othere-from the Dunn :es Work. He ;used to eat and sleep with his construction gangs in a box car railway official.
proven service in the Commercial
elate engaged In railroad building. Mr. Oliver's partner is F. C. Stevens,
drug store robbery,
WILBUR S. STEELE manufacelirb, who attend meetings regularly
banker. wh 3 Was recently appointed superintendent of public works of the
turer.
Young Roberts -has been in numerand devote many hours to the work.
ha c of New York.
ous serapes, has done time in -the reJOHN S. DENEEN, railway freight
The election of a secretary follows
Bank clearings
$610,669 form esIstrol and
agent.
been charged with
after the new organization Is comSame week last year '
881,453 highway robbery.
JOSEPH G. BUTTON, eferk.
pleted.
Gaines, Holland and Jackson were
BERNARD GERSTMAN, manuIncrease
$ 29,216 in the Illinois Central
facturer's agent.
yards trying
COON WHIPS DOG.
to escape on a freight train last night
The selection of the twelfth Juror
"2-3" was writ large in the heavens
Retail business has been unusually
when Patrolmen Olerit and Benders,
came as a surprise at the end of
Pet of Mrs Bee Wilkins Arosinewlise
_atiastaesse for Mr. Groundhog. fine le
a
the last two week's- of Januawaisted- by Speasis eillostr Patiilo
long and tedious day—the eighth
Neighborhood,
After a cloudy morning that presaged ry.
of
Traffic facilities having been disKirk, of the I. C., caught them. The
the trial. tressedtatety after this
anything but a continuance of the
last
arranged slightly by the rains made
other two were found at their homes
DEATH NOTICE cart TO BRIDE. member of the panel had been sworn
A pet coon whose wild nature was winter, the sun burst forth at 12:.54) the wholesale
trade a trifle dull. The and brought
to -headquarters by De- Will Elect Delegates to State
in Justke Fitzgerald ordered an adaroused by the attack of two roving o'clock this afternoon, and according bank
clearings for January show an
tectives Moore and Baker.
Girl's Father Casts Her Off and HAS journment of the court until Mondogs which trespassed on its private to custom, Mr. Groundhog, frightened increase
Institute Which Convenesat
over the clearings for JanuCurfew Law Violated.
Her Funeral Advertised.
day.
ground, put up a fight that awakened at his own ehadew, hurried back into ary 1906,
The arrest of the boys has brought
Shelbyville Last Week of
District Attorney Jerome, who has
the entire neighborhood at Eleventh his hole to await the lapse of another
the continued violation 'of the curBaltimore, Feb. 2,—Burger—Sod- been contending for the removal of
and Trimble streets this morning at six weeks of winter.
FOR CITY ATTORNEY.
This Month
few law into the limelight again, and
denly on Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1507, one of the men now In the jury
2, o'clock. The coon won out, and
box,
police will hereafter look more care
Louise, aged IS. Funeral at Ports- but who has failed to gain the
the dogs sneaked away in the darkMr. John Bourne.
conHr. John Miller May Run—A. L.
fully
to
its
enforcement. In the summouth, Va. (Chicago, York, Pa., and sent of the defendant's counsel
ness as it ashamed of the poor showMrs. W. G. Whitefield received a
to a.
Harper Mentioned.
mer time boys under 16 years are
change, was still reluctant as court
ing made. Mrs. Ben Wilkins, of telegram today announcing the
not SHORE'S-S.8Y ISSUES Mk; CAW. Norfolk, Va., Presets please copy).
It Is stated on good authority that
death
allo'wed
on
the
streets after 9 o'clock,
The above advertisement appeared adjourned to begin actual proceed1134 Trimble street, owns the coon. of Mr. Jchn Bourne at his
-home in Mr. John Miller, son of Attorney J.
and In the winter after 8 o'clock.
in the death notices of a Paper here ings without further opportun
It got out of the house -last night and Ghent, Ky., this morning from pneu- G.
ity to
Miller, will be a candidate for the The
law has never been rigidly emtoday. Inquiry developed the fact, plead w!th Thaw's attorney
vnalle peacefully walking about the monia. He Is the father
s. At his
F. F. Rogers, secretary of the Mcof Mrs, W. Democratic nomination for city atforced.
however, that the young woman was request, therefore, all tilesmen
back yard was attacked by two large H. Pinkerton, of Paducah
who
Cracken County Farmers' Institute,
, who was torney to succeed T. B. Harrison. Mr.
alive. She was married yesterday in had not yet been examined were ordogs. The coon ran into a dog oalled to Ghent last Sunday
has issued a call for a meeting of the
on ac- Harrison will run for the mayoralty
defiance of the wishes of her parents dered to be in court
HANDSOME FOREMAN
house and for a time the dogs would count of his /serious illness.
Monday, ready
association to be held at the county
Mr. nomination. W. V. Eaton, It is said,
-to Hugh -McConville and is with her for jury service in case
DCA venture in. Finally one suc- Bourne visited the Rev. and
any are needcourt
house in
Mrs. W. has about decided to fun for reprePaducah Saturday
Causes Strike Among Operatives of
-husband at -his home In Portsmouth, ed.
ceeded in breeking the coon's guard H. Pinkerton here
morning, February 9, at 10 o'clock.
atout 12
years sentative against Louis Head. A. L.
Va., given in the notice as the place
Pin Plant.
and the din resulting from the fight ago and made a pleasant
State's Case to Be Short,
All the members of the association
impreerion Harper is mentioned as a candtiate
of interment.
at close quarters in the small box on al.1 who met him.
Jerome then announced that If
vs well as other farmers interested
for city attorney.
Waterbury, Conn., Feb. 2.—Be"To all intents and purposes she is there should be no
house breught all the neighbors out.
change In the sitin the agricultural development of
cause of eh*? diectrarge of their handdeed to me," said John D. Gurger. uation in the meantim
e the state
this end of the state are urged to atBoyd Shot Himself.
some foreman, Fainverd P. Wallace,
Lather of the bride, -"and I have sent would proceed to
place all its dIrect
Sat Facing Corpse,
tend., Delegates to the state cunven;
New York, Feb. 2.--Jobn Boyd, of
twenty-five girls employed in the foother a copy of the death notice as a testimony before
Sharon, Pa., Feb. 3.--In a fit of Brooklyn, after an attempt
the Jury at Monday
non at Shelbyville will be elected.
to awaken
preen department of the American
wedding present. I want her and morning's session.
temporary Insanity Hamilton Wright Assembl
The defense was
yman Donohue, who shot
everybody who knows us to ureter- notified to be
Pin eontPanY marched ()anon a St ri k i•
shot and killed his wife today and himself last Thursda
in readiness to proceed
y, went into a
WORK ON OAKS ROAD
Wallace WAS known to every betstand that she Is dead to us. She Monday afternoo
then reloaded the revolver and tele- saloon early today
n.
and shot himself
tor).- girl In Waterbury as tthe band
can never tome home. I will never
Assistant District Attorney Garvin
phoned the police. He sat facing the Just as Donohue
did.. Boyd was an
Will
Urged
by
Be
Patrons
of Rural esse her again.
@omelet foreman in any of the shone
will make ths opening address for the
body of his wife until- the officerser- Intimate friend and
trusted political
Route No, 3.
always won the prime weitzse at
"She knew why I objected to this prosecution. The
Memphis, Feb. 2.— The Minis- He
rived. Wright Is now rational and follower of Donohue
state then will In.
young man. I do not like his family. troduce
elppi river reached its highest stage the anauss balls of the leffapioyee' Aid
only such witnesses as are
claims the trouble started over money
Patrons of rural route No. 3, liv- Had I found them on Tuesday
there necessary to prove- that Stanford
on record today. Thousands of men associations, and he was In great dematters.
Is a Millionaire.
mand to lead greed inanities. There- ing on the Oaks road on which the would have been
no wedding. I White was shot and killed by
are
working to strengthen the levee
Thaw.
Louisville. Feb. 2 - James Venfore, when the vonipany saw fit ti ;eerier had a nnistup several days would have done for him, and he In
announcing that the Introduction
Trsanster Boat Running.
ter/ern former launitryma.n, inventor hundreds of miles on each side Of give Wallace his
ago,
are
again
urging
necessity
the
of knew it."
dieniseal, a cone
will not require more than one sesHolly Bunn.
This morning the Illinois Central and speounator, who died at
the hosnrittee of angry young women weevil graveling that road. There is
a
sion of court Jerome is evidently of
transfer boat was able to land at the pital here, had in his possessi
on deeds
upon the superintencient
lie svos stretch of 7 miles ions of mud road. FALLS XS FEET; NOT INJURED the opinion that the cross
cradle and transfer trains from for over a million acres
Bar the Black Man.
examlnaof land in
and the residents raised about $S0e
item in ills decision.
Con of state's witnesses to the actual
Berlin, Feb. 2.-- Tne race quesBreokport for the first time in over Kentucky, Virginia, Georgla
and
"All right, then," said the girls. for the work at one time. J. F. Km- Man Plunges Through Air'and Then events
tion is being introduced in Germany.
associated with the tragedy
a week.
\Vest Virginia
"We don't care to stay without Mr. net was In the city today and stated
Asks for a Cigarette.
may not be very extensive.
Cafe proprietors hisve taken the lead
that he and his neighbors would
Wallace
Under the watchful eyes of a squad
by barring negroes from their estabTh4. company will net make public :wain take up the matter, as their deWashington, Pa.. Feb. 2 — Henry of
court officers and county deteettree
lishments. An attempt made by nelivery has been rut off since the Reel- Wright, a hod carrier, employe
the reason for Wallace's dismissal
d in the Thaw jury is more closely guardgroes to flat with barmaids is directdent to the carrier. It will be re- the construction of
a netv brewery at ed than ever todase-Jurors
ly responsible for the action being
are constinted next week.
Bentleyville, today lost his footing
fined In rooms at the Broadway Centaken.
and plunged 83 feet from the roof
tral hotel and over every entrance
'Ha. Typhoid Fever.
of the structure. In falling he encounand exit to floor, where they live'et
erring.. License,
A beetle with a rat and salt water the tetra,. A large rat was trying to
Mr. G. H. Warnekin of Clerkseille, tered two 2-Inch planks,
which were ire prated officers. Thaw is
Following are the marriage licensthought
Tenn.. Is considered /seriously la with broken in two. Two
crab as principals, is the latest In gain the second floor with
pnysicians were to have secured a slight advanta
the crab es issued today:
ge in
Virgil Hart to Mettypholde
malarito
fever,
at his home in summoned and, as -they entered the
sports Ftarluersh offers.
The story *firmly attached. The rodent had tle May Roberts;
the selection of the jury. No juror
Benjamin B. Morris
ClackavIl
le.
fie
has
had
fever
building
for
they
d011
WISPS
were
sniffed
around the queer to Emma
met by Wright, was accepted who was
may sound, "finhy," but is vouched
not satisfacA. Duke: Butler Fondaw to
several weeks hut night before last who asked one for
a cligarette. An tory to everyone of Thaw's
for. A well known Prettiest station- looking intruder unconscious of its Nellie May Yelterna: T. C. Jones to
counsel.
C4a.heas. Feb. 2.—Violent out- !weenie much worse. Mr. Warneken examlnation showed
danger, and the crab, fully aroused Francis
tbat not a bone
Attorney Hartridge
announced
Eaton.
er is fond of salt water crabs. and rebfeaks
est/Poled
is
the
are
td
here
of
the
result
mlnent
tobacco
was
broken and only a few minor
by the warmth and mad, had ;mate
that while Harry Thaw has stated be
Arthur Chambers. 21, city, to of the -recent killing of
cently received a eonsianmant from p(si hlm up. The rat
General Mate men in' atkavalte to have bad ty- hell/sea sustained, Wright
was nearly Katie Morgan, Paris,
resumed will go on the witness stand his counTenn.,
colored.
Mee.
governor
phoid
Y.
fever
of
Caracas,
very
porecently.
by
his
Maine
work.
Taking one from the ice dead from exhaustkm and died
a
sel has not yet decided whetlier he
litIcal enemies, ((Stowers of Vice
pecking he passed it by his stove, short time after the crab was taken
will he allowed to do go.
-Marvin J. Collins and Mins Ines President (tomes. Friends of
No Good on Double therkte
the ale
Polar ROAR are In every case shalcurious to know 'how ',one tt would from It.
Jackson went to Metropolis this governor threaten revenge. One re.
The
electrical headlight for loco- lower than tropical.
dive in the open air. He trate.besj tte
morning on the Cowling and were port Is Shat comp/sales
GREEN DALE WILL RUN
are being motives which the Illinois Central
heat skeety enliven the crab and
everted by Squire Liggett. They formed. and dialled ready
LIVERY STABLE ALONE.
road
for an open
nad tinder consideration _for sevwhen the store was closed for the
were accompanied by Mr. W. F, Car- &Reck on Somas follower
Mr. - Greve Delo, son of Col. Bud
s,
eral
years,
has
been
abandon
had
worked its way under
ed benight it
Tbr•re is only one kind of a
Bale, of the -New Richmond Hnnee,
ter, Mr. Oollins is the well known'
cause double tracking interferes
the store end was- (entity meant*
newspaper circulation statement
has
palates' einp`eyed by Mr. W. T. Carbought Out the interest ef DickerWEATHER--Patin this after. ciarpenters Are Killed.
the sweetie of this plitrtleider,
-01finflieleNlerti tbe next an/ening the
that IS worth Any consideention
son Arne. 4n Dickerson & Dale's livter.
Clinclnna
noon
Paine-eft
t
FNeh.
2
cease
by
and
--J. A. Cook
fair
of light..
deetatIonier
missed
the crab
lie
and rho is the daily detailed
ery stable on Jefferson street near
cidedly colder tonight and Sunwas kilted and C. Noble and Louie
gears:lied thoroughly on the ground
statement. The Sun Is the only
Seeond street. Green Dale will run
— Will Smith. Wetted, for jumping pesober, carpenters, were
day
cold
wave.
The
bigheat
probably
tam(Itiettgo's Koklemic.
floor but felled to locate P. A peenPedneah psper printing such a
the livery sable alone M the future.
on and off railroad trains; and Edfetely. injured when a seaffold on
persture yesterday, ISO; lowest
Mieatto, Fat 2.- Tietay's health
liar knocking sound above annoyed
statement.
ward Kelley, of Chicago, for disor- TAO&
Iii
were
working
report
they
gave
wny
shows; 27s0 mese of oomilagious
WM' and he Warted
rev to InIn thirty-81g Kansas eeeneille ebe
derly confine?, were arrested this af- todey. Thee plunged
30 feet to the thseatoes of whist 175 are oir seer*
vestigate. On the UV
.4.) he touul
school auperiutendegregegill—
ternoon
ground,
fever, and 313 diphtheria.
year ire women
•
.

BANK CLEARINGS
LARGE THIS WEEK

GROUNDHOG SAW
HIS OWN SHADOW

4

•

McCracken County Farmers Meet
at Court House Saturday,February 9

THOUSANDS WORK
TO PROTECT LEVEE

Crab and Rat Engage in Struggle
of Life and Death on Stairsteps

•

FEAR OUTBREAK
IN VENEZUELA

inro

•

3
TWO.

trav

PAIXTCATI EVEN/1(1 16f111
duced '"AdOnila". end pkiyed it

for,

AT THE KENTUCKY.
eueettsy tifigiht—"Tlie Social Whirl
"
I- rale, night Henry E. Dewy in ..
. "The alaa On the Bore".

ter, New York. "The Man
on the
134u,"'Mr. DI.baytt, .ds a worth
i
to that other great
eitlY Audi
fl'ADI'CAFI WILL SEE MUCH WORK
NEXT SUNINIER.

a mysterious "J.
E.," an automobile ride with
a prominent Broadway actress, and their errest on the charge of violating the
speed law; which interesting
news is
hitched to a threat that unless "J.
E." makes hfmself square with the
paper, his full name and family
history will be divulged in the succe
eding issue. "Julian Endicott." his
father, who. is unaware of his son's
connection with "The Social Whirl
,"

• of the
l'Isiiierd

Bente' E. Dixey, In "The Man On the Box,"
at
Night..

The

Kentucky

Friday

"What is Jour attitude on this inInternational Marriages.
come tax 4 proposition?"
"Simply
In "Dollars vs. Peceigree,'' in
the
tele: Give me the income and I care
February Everybody's, George
Barr
riot who tries to collect the
tax
Daker discusses exhaustively the
subBaltimore American.
ject of international marriages
of a
certa.ln sort.
Eight y-fi v e women boot black s are
"klut all Of this constitutes the unnumbered among the induetrial work eleevant Trifle of
internstionate life and
,ers f the United States.
marriage," he says, in a summing
up.
"The 'press, printing what the publi
c
seems to want, devotes its space
on
,
V hrtt
s sub
:
leot
onllya:
ro
ge
n sidte
o-th
of e
the eqxtcieerseKentucky
tarn has been exploited, and the
BOTH PHONES 548.
puble- has .become wholly misinforme
d.
"The actual fact is that the great
majority of international marri
ages
are happy. Among all right-mind
ed
people, regardless of nationality, marSAM S. AND LEE SHUBERT
•
'NCO'PORATFO
riage remains sacred. _Because our
Offer the New Y-ork Casino Musical counti5, like-every
other country.
eroducce a vast preienederanee
Comedy :=iicceste,
of
right-minded women, and becau
se Mims Mark Nords
torm, with "The
eget-minded women generally try
to
Ilan on the Box," at The
Ken• iapt..themseeres1 to eireurristances
as
tucky Friday night,
1:cy find them, there interneeon
al
marriages are succere!'u:. On
the happens to have
Direct from its all summer run at eth,er
been the hero of the
tend men who love their mothride .and his friend, "James
the New York Casino, with its
ers generally have learned to
Eltinghumor tam," was with
him. They are reed• big cast and production.
their failings quae as affectionate
ly ing the item in more
or les; perturbathey applaud their virtues,
end tion when "Jack
Ellineham" rushee
spirit Is transferred to the ideal
In with a copy of that issue, and exlof the future wife long years
With
before citedly announces
that his initials
tlrat wife Is met- ln the flesh.
No have appeared in a
scandal item. It
country has a motwrixey of this
fued- dawns upon the
two reel culprits
Of Ross 6 Fenton.
amentel-element of manhood.
It Is that here is a way-o
ut, and the three
songs that are catchy, songs that the first gleat'lleavening tourh of Na- form
a
are tuneful, songs that are a ture In her provision for the kinship run downmutual protection circle to
the correspondence and
novelty,.songs that start your feet of all mankind.
tre-at with ban.
"'Nine-tenths of thejmarrla„ges
pattering.
beDuring the action of
. PRICES
thi4illse
:Veen Americans und foreign
folks, there are fifteen
Musical numbers.
Entire orchestra_...................$1.50 whether rich or
poor, whether titled Amon
g the big bite are_eiBill SimBalcony
50c, 75c, $1 00 or untitled, are what Is
commonry mons." or "I
Can't Kee* Still When
Gallery...
..................hoc, 3.5c ,ealled -happy:" that
is, they result the Music
Plays;" "You're Just the
Seats on Sale Monday 9 a. m.
!n no auarreav that are broug
ht be- Girl I'm Looking
For," With full
fore courts, and they involve
no chorus and stage effect
s; "Just Kitle.
scand
als
whate
ver....' .This from a strin
eltrielin M:13.
g of musical sketchles and
(
*A
a high authority backed by 'figur
es. Rainy Day," sung
by elet *sopping
He continues: 'And it is well to twer
girls and eight winsome
little bootmind that there nir fewer stea
m- blacks. The dances
are full of life
ions between Americans and
Britons, and origin
ality.
or between Americans and other forWalter N. Laurence
eigners, than there between Engli
sh
Notable Attraction,
end Englitah, between
Presents
French and
(Inc of the really notable theatriFrench, or between Americans
and
cal 'yenta of the y_sa5.
Americana.'"
TAMA. P/aco at
Thi Kentucky neiti Friday night
when Welter N. Lawrence prese
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE
nts
DA
, Henry E. Utley
Take LaXaTtelt BROM
in a dramatization of
Quinine ruble*
Druggists reload money if it fails
tc4Are. w Harold Ifa('Grath's famous novel,
ottove. 5.lgsetureisou each beef. lbe.
"The Man on the Box" Thoulaande
of appreciative theater-goers have tesMiss Per•hie "I'm In a
teitetularY. tified since
Mr. Dixey kart the Madifie 'declares if I- refuse him he'll
go s00 Square and
In linrold MneGrath's
Lyric theaters, where
to the dogs."
he ran with biro play for 2•04 night
anions Novel
s,
MI•es Wdee--"Well, you
certainly that Mr. Lawrence
has sent en tour,
can't eacrithe yourself
ter a worth eitirr
aut exception in any way, "The
lees fellow like him. You
must con- Man on
the Box," as seen In New
der your own wekfare."
,
York
To any one who. ha ever
Miss Peehis---"Ohl of mitres.,
but seen "Mrs. Templ
e's Talegibite" or
then. on the other' hand, I'm
very 'The P-rince Ohsp
."—Mr. Lawrence's
orboutopi by Grue I Fire
fond of dogs."—CrathoMe Stand
ard other production
en tour, It Is only
and Times.
sooessarY to say that "The Man on
the Box" is quite np to their stand
Exactly at seen 221 nights in Agrlo
ultural workers In dorm
er ard, If indeed, tt is letit a little heeler.
New York.
ritsow a total of es2 sit-x.1441ex, with
a For twenty yeses Mr. ()limy has been
neymbeiship ea
/21,912.
-limeys/ ea Anlerica's most graceful,
finished and handsome light comePrices: IC JUL 50, 75, $1 and E1.50
There are An the world eleven
dian,
citand he drew not look a day oldKeats on sale Tlotoday 9 a. in.
ies with over one mNlIon Inhab
itants. er today than he did whet) he pro-

ANNOUNCEMENT

Fine

Heelers

Being

by Local Architects

for the Season,

We have closed a contract with
the Faitbanks Morse & Co. ior

Many fine residenees will be built!
the sale of their Marine and
In the west end this summer. Architects are at•wofk on plans.
Stationery Gasoline Engines,
-Mrs. K. Loeb -will build an elegeatj
and Mill gladly furnish prices
two-story bonze at Broadway
andiFountain'avenue, and au architect is
and full information on request.
drawing plans to be submitted
to
Mrs. Loeb in a few weeks for approval!
It will be one of the handsomest I
houses in western Kentucky.
Mr. J. K. Ferguson, of theFerguion & Palmer comeany, has pur(leased Prbperty on Fountain avenue
between Jefferson and Monroe streeN,
and will bald a handsome aouse
.on
It this spring.
Mr. Greerge Goodtuen will build, a
326-328 South Third St.
ridenee estimated, to cost $8,;e0 at
Twentieth end Jefferson streets.
014 Phone 481-a.
New Phone 743-a
Mre. M. Carney has purchased the,
-brick residence formerly occupied
eras O. Line---"What is that big
by Mr. Billy McCandless on
contracted by moping
pedestrians,
West istueet-or ti -for
that you the carry- and hang it
Jefferson street.
!
on the rear of my maMg?"
chine. I've paid my license."
•
Ben Zine—"I am going to have
a
Charles .1. Ross, with "The Social , RICHES GONE, DIES IN POVERTY 'sign painted on
it saying, 'The owner
Scree men are born smae, soma
Whirl." at The Kentucky Tuesday
of _this automobile will positively
not
shrin
k, and Rome others never fine
L.
C. Kellogg, Formetly Wealthy ; be respo
night.
'
nsiblefor funeral expense. out how
small they really are.
Flour Man, Dead in Battle Creek
.
Battle Creek, Mich., Feb. 2—Loyal
from the sucrose with which it is met,
1
C Kellogg, once the wealthiest man
seems destined to be as financially.
In
osuthcceers.sful and es -long lived as the
southern Michigan, died in poyery
t today, aged R4. Kellogg ran two
big flour mills here and paidlarmers
of this county a total of $2,000,000
World's happenings, State, National and
Ifor wheat. He was the first buyer
in
Fore
Michigan to pay $l a hnshel for
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following pape ign,
rs'dewheat. In 18C6 he cornered flour in
livered each day. No extra charge for
deli
very.
the west and expected to make a forThe Courier-Journal
Louisville Times
tune, but a combination of unfortuThe (7ommercial- Appeal
St. Louis Republic .
The Record-Herald
nate events made the venture a losChicago Examiner
The Globe-Democrat
ing one, and he found himself
Chicago Tribune
out
The Post-l)ispatch
Nashville American
5352.000. From that time he gradu
The
News-Setniitar
Cincinnati Elquirer
ally lost his money until a few
_
The
Star-Chronicle
years
Chicago Daily News
ago he had almost- nothing left. He
was a native of Syracuse,..N. Y.,
and
ClaisivAi Shrank ()curter Size Collar
la foster brother of Dean Richmond
15,
IPC.4.
t•
ro-t.ta
,
Register Office, 523 Broadway
Iv 6,1 .t t •
once president of the New York CenMakers off11.prit anti
t.
're! railroad.

S. E. Mitchell

r'

Keep Posted!

ARROW

-

JOHN WILHELM,, Local Circulator

Cb

Tuesday Night, Feb. 5

The Social Whirl

Company 01 80. Chorus of 60
CHARLES J. ROSS

FRIDAY NIGHT, Feb, 8
HENRY E.

DIXEY
°the Man 11; Box

1

4••••111.11.1MMIM

Social Whirl.
-The Social Weill," a
musical
comedy fin two acts)
by Car-lee Doty
and Joseph Herbert, who wrote the
book, Mr. Herbert centributing.the
lyrics, and Gustav Kerker, whoyrovided the music, a the latest rioisical
rerecess under the ShiPbert manag
ement. It will be pretreated at The
Kentucky Tuesday night. The plece
was staged. by It. H. Burnside, general stage manager for the Slerlierts,
and is elaborately equipped with all
- he wage paraphernalia necessary
for a production of such magnitude.
The name of the piece is supposed
to
be that of a scandal sheet, of that
type which so persistently tears the
efieetwithei for
its
maintenance
from the nervous purees of the
weallth y and socially conspiclous "Artie Endicott," a society youth with an
ambition which leans toward
tile Pad
and pencil, derives immense
enjoyment from his contributions to that
Journal,
Htis (latest5 contribution is
an item concerning

BUILDINGS

ttnee•enti.re yens at the Bijou thea-

THEATRICAL NOTES

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 2.

A SCENE FROM "THE SOCIAL
WHIRL." AT THE KENTUCKY TUES
DAY NIGHT.

Languid Liver

Why
is
Your DIA
C
K
=
D
R
A
U
G
H
I
Liver?

is a universal evil of all warm climates
, and is common, in the hot
season, everywhere. Its effects are quickly
felt, in that sleepy, drowsy,
tired feeling, headache, loss of appetite,
constipation, sick stomach,
poor blood, pimples, sallow complexion,
nervousness, irritability, melancholy, etc --all caused by the t5ilious acid
s acting on the blood, the
cure for which Is a quick cleaning-up of the
system with

wn

'MEDFORD'S

Pr

(Liver Medicine)

WRITE US FRRELY.
and frankly, In .stri.te.st confidence. telling
all your
troul•lesand etating your age. We will send
you
nut& ADVICE, to plain stated ect,More, and • rail/Able thogage /awl. on "Hue* Treatment for Wene
tt"
Mimeo: Ladies' Advisory Deft:, Ths Chatta
nooga Medicine Co., chattanooga, Tenn.

Absolutely no other remedy superior to
this
diseases, For over Seventy (70) years, its sale for all the common hot climate liver
has steadily Increased.
Until now it a
THE standard, vegetable, fiver
medicine Its merits may best be
proved by its flock of
spurious imitations. Every druggi
st has been imposed uppn by
salesmen, and has one
or more Imitations In stock. Be sure
YOU get the genu ne.
Imitations are injurious.
look for the, name "Thedford" on the yellow
wrapper, for If you get the genui
neves dtaappoiat. Try it.
ne it will
•

At All Druggists 25c and $1.00

4
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The Week In Society.

A Boston schoolboy was tall,
weak and sickly.
His arms were soft and flabby.

WHEN THE

lightfully Intertained by Mr. and Mrs.
George C. Wallace on Thursday tue!.
ing at their home on Norte Nu
street. It was the Initial meetiug of
the club for the winter. Last year a
number of ineesant parties were given
by the club which has tee distinction
of giving man equal rights with
women in social affairs. Mr. George
C. Wallace :s the club president.

.4410111.4
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VALENTININ COME ish House of Grace Episcopal church.
He didn't have a strong muscle in his
TO TOWN.
Miscellaneous music during the first
entire
body.
With spangles eel bangles an hearts 1,0e0 years of the Christian Era,
is
Alumni Meeting.
triangl
and
es
the subject. The leaders are Mrs.
The Padmah Hign School- Aluurni
Onsilveir and crystal and gold:
The physician who had attended
Hubbard S. Wells and Miss Ethel
association held a pleasant meeting
With laces as fine as the frost-fairy Brooks.
the fan* for thirty years prescribed
on Friday afternoon at the High
traces
School auditorium. At the business
Sco,1.5 Emulsion.
When mornings are bitterly cold:
Louis 'Spencer Daniels will give
session, a committee was appointed
In the daintiest hues of the pinks and two recital readings for the benefit
to confer with the board of educaof
the blues
NOW:
the High School library fund at the
tion rn regard
to shortening the
That summer weaves Into her High School auditorium on
An absolutely pure, :re:.1 ,
;f t.:.1
- .4
.3r powder.
school hours. A delightful musical
Taureday
crown;
afternoon and evening. Mr. Daniels
program was reticle:vet at the soviet
To feel that boy's arm you
ROYAL BAKV4C, POWDER Li:- M:Y/ YCRY.
All sprinkled with posies and love- is very talented arid has been
meeting.
hear
would think he was apprenticed to a
knots and roses.
in Paducah before, appearing once or
The March meeting of the Alumni
•
blacksmith.
The valentines come to town.
ehe Delphle club. He 1- a
. .
will be the theme for tae annual
rksville, Tenn. boy but is no connectelection of officers and also the pay- 5th street, in Culeb ration of her 13th van and Mr. Velv:u Qttaily..s. I)birthday. The afternoon was pleas- fel refreShi
ALL DRUGGISTS; 50c. AND $1.00.
All puffy and fluffy and tinkling and ed with the UniversityekLebaz
ment of dues.
ne-ilee were peered. s.
antly spent with games and delight- , e.eetee
twinkling.
Lebanon, Tenn.
'
•
veref Meeee. Ensie
fu: refreehmenta were servett.
With fringes of tinsel and pearl,
,I•te•y Ceolson, Edna Hayls, 'Mottle
Box Parties at Kentucky Theater.
it
They tell us tne story of love and its
The Carpe
em club will be en'; etill.vain. Voss,- Like and Miss
Charles HanfOrd in Julius Caesar,
glory
Kalesophic Club.
tertained o
hursday evening by the ment givee by the Junior
;laude
Messrs .Wfil Bouland..Arther
Guild of of her "trousa au gowns, a French at toe Kentucky theater on WednesThe Kalosophic club met on Fri-Illzielaed,
In the hearts of a boy and a girl
Wanes
per at {heir home in Row- Grace Episcopal church
Silas Howited.-Velviu Quaidday
evening
was made a notailie
last evening creation pf blue and green stripea
day morning with Miss Elizabeth e end eie.
And those who display in their tresses landt
n.
Like.
at the parish house of the cnurch. It tl sue over eale blue taffeta. Covers social event by a couplement of box
Sinnott, of North 9th street. "Cur
the gray
-1
was cleverly
parties.
put
on and went were laid for ten and included Mrs.
rent Topics" was diseu- sed by Miss
Entwined with the black and th
Miss Kathleen Whitefield is hos- though
The WotItlues (.1111).
without a hitch.
Complimentary to Mr. and Mrs.
Rudy, Miss Davis. Miss Elizabeth SinMarjorie Scott; "Greek Comedy"- by
brown
tess. of the Magazine club on ThursThe N.'amate's club Mee
ThtirePart I. was devoted to a "Topsy nott Miss Mary Scott, Miss Kathlee William D. Sanders, of Columbus,
n
Miss Blanche Hills: and "The Dtvel-I day afterueon
Go back to the playtime of
outh day afternoon at her. home on Ken- Turvy Concert" exeellently
at the Pari,511.110u"- ":
rendered `SPhilefield, Mrs. William Booton, of Miss., Mrs. S. C. Green, Miss Belle opment of the
Roman Drama" • he
and its Maytime
tucky avenue and Seventh streets. by little
1:0
;7ot:heel cm
:lit:it:cum.:d
Htb
l:trteruasi
i/e
Misses Emma Greer, Ellen Atlanta; Mrs. John W. Scott, Mrs. Lockett and Miss Mabel Hereof HenMiss Hanle .Hisey. ,
When the valentines
me to town. The magazines to ee reported are: Ratcliffe, Jennie Belle
t.
George, Regi- Vernon Blythe, Miss Evelyn Walker, derson, Mr. and Mrs. William Hughes
Harper's, North American Revew, na
Tyler, Nina Savage and Ina Berry. of Dyersburg; Miss, Anne Rhea,
enterta
ined
a
party
of
twelve.
of
Informal Evening.
There's a ghost i
Alf."
ci
he street, and its Atlantic Monthly, Outlook, Hubbard's It was well encored
Le
C"
iil
Ni '
tS.
b6
11
;:.-.5.21
i;'
)a
rTi
In honor of Miss Seirraeder, of InNashville.
.
Miss Lillian Dicke, of 1800 Wiente;rmes
•
garments e sweet
Journeys, Literary Digest, for FebruSoli
M/4
Part H. was a comely drama in 2dianapolis, aad Miss Wood, of Kanser avenue, entertained a numbee of 1 13iiieseew,
With the avender gathered and ary.
Nt'fvell
acts, entitled "A Black Diamonie' It
Notable Afternoons in High School as, the guests of Miss Ethel Brooks, her friends most pleasantly on Wee
. drie
-PJue-teiwas an all star cast, and each part
there was another party which induct
Annals.
nesday evening. Light refrezhmeut.s!
In t
garden of youth, where the
The Delphic club will have its mid- was splendidly sustained
The pupils of the Paducah High ed In addition Miss Brooks, Dr. I. B. were served.
lilies of truth
E"/'Wog.
winter ''open meeting- on Thursday
Miss Elizabeth Kirkland was clevschool had two very delightful Shake Eowell, Messrs Edwin J. Paxton and
Were worn by a maiden who died: evening at
--sae—
. and'. Mrs. K.C. 1.4'1;',
the club room in the Car- er as "Hilda, the Black Diamond." spearea
Louis Rieke. Jr.
Enjoyable Tacky Party.
n 'recitals
this week. On
And the man who has made on the negie library.
,anhs enOrtsined 4 fce•
ji
An attrastive program The parts of Emily Makepeace, Min- Monday
In the Friedman and Keller box
Miss Flossy Like entertained an:. Welueadey
afternoon, Mr. Norman
highways of trade
eve: int at their likeee
with literary- and musical features nie Makepeaee and Fannie Makewere:
Mrs.
Joseph L. Friedman, number of her friends
Hackett, who was 'nere with the Louis
with an. en-:on North .1.tlj Street. Tue evening
The mark of his wealth and renown will be
rendered, bearing especially peace were splendidly br ught out James
Mrs. John Keller, Mrs. Leopold Fried jcyable tank party
on Thursday •ev.-ni- v..ns enjoyably spent
company in "Merry Wives of
In Pitney once more is the lover of on Spain,
with pleasant ,"4.
where the year's work is. by Misses Kataleen l'oweil, Elizabeth Windso
man, Dr. and Mrs. Victor Voris, Miss Pig at her home
r" at the Kentucky theater on
on South Gth street,-;gartres--arri-timrstr:- aft"
yore
e which. Irlittir
being done
Frances Wallace, George Wallace, Jr. The prizes
it will be a pleasant Boswell and Lucia Powell. Miss Ma- Monday
for the most unique conight, spoke to the High
When the valentines come to town. social occasion.
also. Each member bel Berry as Dr. Zinn was an excel- school
tames were won by Miss Mollie Steilon "The Haunts of Shake—Minna Irving, February Lippin- will be allowed
(Co'n tilt tied on, page six.)
lent
character. Mr. E. J. Paxton playtwo guests.
For Paducah Visitor.
speare," having spent his summer In
cott's.
ed the college graduate and farmer.
Mrs.
W. T. Lowe entertained Mrs.
England. He then gave several readThe Kalosophic club will meet on Messrs. Douglas leeway and Rankin
—0—
ings from Shakespeare. In the con- James Nagel, of Paducah; Mrs. W.
Announcements.
Friday morning at 10 o'clock with Kfrkland were the typical English
clusion he made an important talk, H. Brisendine and Mrs.Harvey Lowe,
The Delphic club will meet on
Miss Elizabeth Sinnott. of North Ninth dudes
or plea, for better English, stressing of tais city, with an elegant dinner
Tuesday morning-at 10 o'clock
)at the street.
The audience was a large and enthe misuse of the present English and Thursday. The dinner was excellent
Carnegie Shiley. "The program tor
thusiastic one.
what the pupils of today could do to and served in Mrs. Teswe's usual
the morning is: Roll Call—QuotaThe P. D. C. club meets on Saturcharming manner and was very much
prevent it. It was very fine.
tions from the Spanish Student.
day afternoon with Miss Marjorie
D. A. IL Chariter.
enjoyed
Most Phamics are Dangerous
by her guests.—MayneLl
Mr.
Charles Hanford, who appear1. Oalleron—That Arab soul in
Loving at 521 Monroe street.
The Paducah chapter, Daughters ed here
A child's stomach is very tender and cannot
in -Julius Caesar" on Wed- Messenger.
Spanish feathers—Mrs. Louis M.
of the American Revolution, had a nnesday
digest food as well as an adult's, and ncithcr can
—ip-night, spoke to the school in
Rieke.
"Dorothy Dix" Known in Paducah. pleasant and largely attended meetDelphic Club.
it stand the explosive purgathes which ad,,ics
the afternoon on the broad scope of a
2. Lope de Vega —What Lope wa-s
A pleasant morning with Cervantes
Perhaps few in Paducah who read ing on Friday afternoon with Mrs. L. Nationa
are often persuaded to.take for constipation aud
l
Theater
for America and its
so was the Spanish drama.—Mrs.
was enjoyed by the Delphic club on
those especially clever syndicated ar- S. DuBois of Founlaln avenue. In
other stomach disorders. Many parents give
power for good in the drama. He
James A. Rudy.
their children suc h'physiips ac,aka,-or the tauttic:es signed "Dorothy Dix," know response to roll-call! quotations were
Tuesday at toe Carnegie library -asread several selections from Shake3. Read ing — "Tomorrow"
from that thee writer
nary pills and.tablets, tha:
sembly room. Mrs. Frank Parhem
;a Mrs. George Cinmer 'given from George Washington. It speare and_ -. a coincid
pleasant to take
LpPe de Vega.
ence they
because of their taste. A chi%1 t:- at is dosed
gave' an interesting character sketch
of New Orleans.tormerle Miss Lizzie syas decided, that, hereafter the .rewere theremalle.gieties given by Mr.
ith such physics soon karasajtanit which
liorriweather, of Clarksville
Tenn. sponses should be made with current Hackett just two afternoons before, of Cervantes. Mrs. Robert Becker
Miss Lillie Mae Winstead, of 629
continued means a permanent loss of health.
She Is a cousin of Mrs. Frank Parham events of D. A. R. interest. Miss Heldiscuwed the effect of "Don Quixote"
so
the
pupils
had a fine opportunity
Washington street, will, entertain
A physic will be constanrly required to move
and Mrs. Henry Overby, of 'this city en Lowery read an especially fine paon Spanish chivalry and literature
fort comparison of the work and
the Entre Nous dun on Tuesday after
the bowels. Children do not object to taking
and is pleasantly
per
on
"Litera
ry
Features of the methods of each actor.
remembered
by
noon at 2:30 o'clock.
It will be many who
met her when she visited Revolution." The chapter voted te
Pleasant Social Affair.
Both Mr. Hackett and Mr. Hanstrictly a club affair..
Mrs. Parham,
then Miss Anna celebrate February 22, with a one ford thanked the faculty
Tne Church Furnishing Society of
for allowing
as much,as they do even the most pals'Vaughan. .here one summer.
Her o'clock luncheon and Mrs. M. B. them to address the school and seem- the First Christian
enurch held a
The
Paducah
Chapter, United first literary
candy preparations! and the erect noon thcm
success was a little story Nash, Mrs. H. S. Wells, and Mrs. J. ed to appreciate
it as a privilege and delightful open meeting on Monday
Daughters of the Confederacy will
is a thousand times more beneficial. pr. Caldwritten for a prize competition of the M. Buckher were appointed a comhonor, and also, as an indication of afternoon with Mrs. George C. Walhave the regular meeting for Februwell's Syrup Pepsin is a cure (or all stomach
mittee on arrangements. A petition
Nashville American, and now she
rethe broadening spirIt of today in lace, on North 9th street. There was
ary on Tuesday afternoon at 2:30
disorders
. It is the very bestcure for chilciren and,.
alizes about $10 000 a year from her legally drawn to be presented to the
looking upon the actor as an ex- an attractive musical program. Liget
o'clock with Mrs. James M. Buckner,
adults. It does not create a habit. It does cure.
writings. While New Orlenas is her general council asking that crepe and
refresh
ments were served. These are
ponent of his art.
Jefferson and Eighth streets. In all cases ofindigestion, dyspepsia, chronic
home, her husband being a success- general council asking that cups and
pleasant social °cessions and are held
-neeor acute constipation, biliousness, and al o:her
she
ful
‘iisordersarisine lit,-•
chains
busines
be
attache
s
man
d
to
In
the
corner
•
once a month.
that city.
trouble of any kind it is a quick and positive'cure.
gird Party For Visitors.
Mrs. W. A. Gardner, of Fountain spends
AU druggists sc
part of each year in New York. fountain of the city, was signed by
—.41--well's Syrup Pepsin fur 5oc and $ I.00 a 'wale.
Mrs. Adolph Well gave a pretty
avenue is hostess of the Five Hundred
Her work is so v-altued by the 'Hearst the chapter. Mrs. Eli Boone, the reInformal Birthday Party.
card party on Tuesday afternoon at
club on Wednesch0 afternoon.
Your moors back if it don't'beciat
papers stendieate, that a theater box tent, was made delegates to attend
Miss Susie Dabney entertained a
it you.
the Palmer House. in compliment to a
Pepsin Syrup Co.
is 'given her for the firm: nights of the Continental Congress in
few of her friends informally: on FriWash- number of visitors
Mont
ict1T17.
in
tne
city.
There
Creseendo club will have its pkays; not
so mach to criticise Play ington City, April 19, and Mrs. Fanday afternoon at her borne on North
were tea tables at Euchre. The first INIWNWM,
regular hi-weekly meeting on Tilers- as
to give its Impression upon the MU Allard w s elected an alternate.
prize was won by Miss Flora Harris.
slay at. 4:15 p. m., with 'Miss Virginia audienc
A delightf t
e, and judge It from
course-;uncheon" was
-1111111111111.
thatt
101111=1211111111121raere' Wateir.re'Zent -easillittlialefellUMNICIPVISio
The second prize was taken by Mrs. Pu
Newell at her studio on North Seven- view-po
served aft
int,
the business session.
Herman Friedman aim presented to
th street.
--4111—•
the visitors. Mrs.
Jacobi winning
Complimentary Card Party.
Pleasant Dance For Younger Set. in the cut. The
lone-hand prize went
Mrs. Hughes McKnight and Miss
Mrs. Herman Friedman, Jefferso
A numbs!' of the younger society to Mrs. Victor Voris, and
n
Sarah Sanders, of -1416 West Jeffer- street, enterta
the visitors'
ined' very delightfully crowd enjoyed a delightful ;dance
on prize was captured by Miss Stella
son street, will entertain at cards on at cards
on Friday afternoon in lion- Taursttay evening
at the Knights of Levy,, of New Orleans. A delightful
Wednesday afternoon at the Palmer or of her
house-krii Cts, Miss Pearl Pythias hall on Broadway.
The course lUncheon was served after the
In compliment to Mrs. Winiam D. Blum, of
Neshville, Tenn., and Miss party was chaperoned by Mrs. Jetta
game. Among the out-of-town guests
finders, of Columbus. Miss.
Stella 1,-vy of New Orleans, and Oth- Hohon-,
Mrs. Annabel elebree and Mrs present were:
_
er visitors in the city. There were
L. S. (Heaves and Included: Misses
Ars. Bernard Will, of Cleveland,
She ''...tinee Musical Club will meet seven tabiea
at euchre and the house Mabel Hart of Henderson: Ante CaCOMO;'Mrs. J. Jacobi,'of San Francison Wednesday afternoon at the Par- was most
attractively decorated.
bell, Mettle Lou Met:bather) Lillian co; Miss Blum, of N-askyll
le, Tenn.;
The first prise was won by Mrs. Hobson.
Elsie Hodge, Elizabeth Se- Miss Stella Levy, of New Orleans
:
Henry Well. Miss Viola Ullman took breed Neill( Hatfiel
d, Gene Morris, Miss Frank, of Ogleneburge, N. Y
the lone hand prize.
The visitors' Elizabeth Doswell, Helen Hills. Jeanprize went to Miss Carrie Weil, of ette Petter;
Mieare.Roe Prether, Toni
Entre Nous (lab.
Cleveland, Ohio. Miss Bertha Fels Coburn, Chas. Cox,
John Cullinane,
The Entre Nous club was prettey
received the consblation
prize.
John
I
A
Orme, Chas. Lemke, Jim MeGinAnother Case of
entertained on Wednerelse afternoon
prettily appointed luncheon was servenfe, Will Baker
Harry' Singleton, Jas. by,MIss Frances
Wallace at her home
ed after the game
Langstaff. George Cabell, Zach Hayes,
on North Ninth street.
The club
The out-of-town guests were: Mr*. Monte Lack, Will Rincklif
fe, Milton prize went to Mire Marjori
e Bagby
Sarah Weil, of Cleveland, Ohio; Mrs. Wallersleln
Henry
Henneberger, and Miss Anita Woods,
of Wichita;
J. Jambi, of San Francisco; -Mies Polk.
Kan., captured the visitors' prize. An
Pearl Blum, of Nashville: Miss Stelattractively served luncheon followed
la Levy, of New Orleans: Miss Carrie
Mrs. Rudy's Beautiful Luncheon, the game. In addition
to the club
Well, of Cleveland; Mies Hattie
A notably beautiful entertainment member there
Notwithstanding the IleaTo the most particular, as
%Vt., erc 00."tt.1
s
were the following
Frank, of Ogdensburg. N. Y.; Miss was Mrs.
Henget Rudry's Rose lunch- out-of-town priests:
The rich, full aroma of
son has • hardly opened we
you.
new: SI7114•
well
as to those who love to
Sarah Putnick, of Camden, Ark.
atid •
eon for Miss Martha+pavis on Monday
have had to re-order a great
Mrs. William Booton, of Atlanta;
Havana Blossoms has cer.taoket
s. •
get
as
much
at 1:30 o'clock at the Rudy home on MIXSPS Fierene
of
their
many
(Troia
spring
fine
embroid
eries
e Schraeder. of IndianInformal Daises for Visitors.
tainly caught the fancy of
Kentucky avenue
and laces.
The table was apolis: Anita Wood, of Wichita
sewing through In February,
•T
•
:1 •
, Kan;
An inform. I .dance in honor of vis- charming In
its perfection of detail Virginia !ninny,
Paducah smokers, if we may
The;
. promises to be by far
New.
of
york;
:eu
ted
brie
Anne
0:
Lit,*
it
tic
to
itors in the city was given last even- and ensembl
we wish to state that,we nre
e. The centerpiece was Rhea, of Nashville.
the greatest lace season in
judge by the demand. Just
ing in the parlors of Dr. I. B. How- of
Skirts
date
for
sp:loir
,
ve
are
now
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Direct from Tampa
Havana Blossom
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Of newest Spring :Fads, New Laces, New Embroideries,
Waist Materials, New Skirts and Jackets. 01 interest to' every
woman who wants to be well dressed.
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Next Week Will Be the Gala Week at
#11 cC;
Pg/
OUTFITTERS
MEN AtiD BOY S

.3f2AND BROADWAY
PAD/CAM,

Special Sales Every Day From 9 to
10 a. in. and From 3 to 4, p. m. for

ONE HOUR ONLY

Y morning at 9 o'clock starts a series
M ONofDA
Special Sales, which we will continue every

day during the coming week from 9 to 10 o'clock in
the morning, on the main floor of our building, and
f.-om 3 to 4 p. m. in the Boys' Shop.
There will be placed on sale for 'ONE HCUR
ONLY some of the greatest values it has ever been
your good fortune to take advantage of.

l

SPECIALS FOR MONDAY
Neckwear
Choice of 100 dozen 50c,
75c and $1.00 Ties, from
9 to 10 a. m. Not more
than two ties to each customer,

I

19c

Positively none sold at this
after 10 o'clock.
,

IN THE BOYS' SHOP

Shirt Waists and
Blouses
50c, 75c

33cents

i

Clearance
Sales

in Every

Department
at

The New Store

il

•
4 er
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TYIE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.

Xetv 'overt'coats

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

IN THE COURTS

RIVER NEWS

PAGE FIVE.

-1-4r1r-r-I-4 I X-r-r-r-i4-4--e-e-r-r4r4

.5Iaek or thin
$5.00 to $14.50

A PILE OF SILVER

Art Department Work.
Circuit Court.
River Stages.
The department of Art of the
Because tne trial of the case of Cairo
48.0 0.7 fall
Woman's club held, a meeting tam -Max B. Nahm,
et al, against F. W.!Chattanooga
9.3 4.3 rise
morning with Miss Anna Webb, the Katterjohn, entails
the expense of a ,teinrinnati
2,2.5 2.0 fah
chairman, at her home on South special judge, J.
E. Robbins, of May- ,Evansville
36.6 2.4
Fifth street. This department has field the jury is being
held in at-'Florence
1 9.5 5.0 rift
been thoroughly orglinized and is al- tempt to rea-cl
a decision. It was giv: I Janson v i 1 le
14.1 1.3 rise
ready doing special work in a course en the case-at 11
o'clock yesterday Louisville
8.2, 4.0 at'd
of study in Art and Architecture, at morn.ng and has been
out since.'Mt. Carmel
19.9. 1.2 fall
tee regular meeting, the first Satur- Judge Robbins may
discharge the ju- 'Nashville
12.1 1.1 fall
day morning of each month. There ry at the adjournment
of court this 'Pittsburg-Missing.
are twenty-five members of this com- afternoon.
(Davis Island Dam-Missing,
mittee. The study this morning was
A report of John Rock, assignee of St. Louis
• 16.0 0.5 fall
on the begetting of Architecture. the Paducah Towing
company, show-'Mt. Vernonee-Miesing.
Notable examples of eerie architec- ing $226.82 in his
hands, was filed. Paducah
43.3 1.0 fall
ture were discussed in clever papers
The case of J. W. Pendley for Floy
by: Mrs. Victor Voris, Misses Webb, Pendley, Realest the
Illinois Central
The gauge this morning registered
Dow Husbands, Belle Cave, Jennie road, was continued until
next term. a clean feet fall for the last
24
Gilson and others.
-Yesterday afternoon before ad- hours, The
stage is 43.3. Business
The first open meeting of this de- journment of court Judge
Reed dis- at the wharf is slow.
partment will be given on February missed finally all jurors
except those
Grand Tower, Ill., is the scene of
21, with an attractive program. Miss in the Nahm-Katterjohn
case, and a struggle to save the two fine steamAlice Compton will discuss "The An- will take up the equity
docket Mon- ers Chester and Tennessee. T
gel in Art"; Miss Dow Husbands day.
two steamers went into the pool at
"The Saint in Art" and Miss Webb
Grand Tower on the Mississippi beCounty Court.
"The Madonna in Art." These will
A copy of thc will of Dr. A. J. Wel- hind the big ledge of -rock which exbe interspersed with musical selec- don, who
ded four years ago at tend.; out into the river', to escape
ENGINE NO. 1039 WOULD NOT GO tions.
Paris Landing, Tenn., was filed
-'or Vi. Pemiley ring 416.
yes- the danger from the fleeting ice.
IN BOUND HOUSE.
terday in couety court for the pur- Through some mistake the Chester
-Drink Belvedere the master
Charity Club to Give Tea,
pose of makirg legal transfers
brew.
of was not kept far enough away 'from
The Charity club will have a tea
the bank and has got caught. The
property in Paducah.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400%
on the afternoon of Shrove Tuesday
river froze on the other side of the
It May Mean Enlargement ofeeuarters
Broadway, Phone 196.
Deeds
Filed.
at the home of Mrs. George C. Walfor Engines in This City
Mary Coleman to Fred Mensker, boat and Is now failing leaving the
-Use Standard Soot Destroyer.
lace on North Ninth street. Light reproperty on West Tennessee street, Chester high and dry. The steamer
Soon,
Sold everywhere.
freshments will be served and an adis expected to topple over into the
$1
and other considerations.
-When you crder a rig from us
•
mission of 10 cents charged for the
Alfred Boyd to Henry Beach,prop- river which is over 81) feet deep
you are talking to one of the.procharity fund.
there. The Tennessee is lying along
Because of its enormous proporerty on the Metropolis road. $140.
prietors or capable clerks (not a
tions,
engine No. 11)39, the biggest
Fred Hoch and 'wife to E. B. and side of the Chester and is expected
driver or hostler) who writes, files
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene %Vetite, of
N. V. Wren,property in the county to be ime also. This pool is known
and fills the oredr at appointed time. owned by the Illinois Central, could Elizabeth street,
,
are parents of a new
as the lower eddy and has been used
not'
be
"'tabled" in the loose round
82,100.
Palmer Transfer Co.
baby.
girl
Miss
-The joint finance committee of house and was forced to stand on the
Julia Lee has qualified as a for years by steamboats to avoid the
Mr. Abe Reeser, of Evansville, Ind.,
ice in the river. The big rick extendthe general council met yesterday "sand track'' over night. The ennotary
pubic.
is in the city spending a few days.
Mrs. M. F. Emery to Mrs. M. Car- ing out into the river forms a breakafternoon at the city hall and audited gine is.of the Rogers make, and the
Mr. and Mrs. Irving, of Stempel-,
ney. property on Jefferson . etreet water that makes a perfect refuge
hills against the city to be presented following are her dimensions; Driv- are
visiting- in Paducah.
for a boat. In the lowest stage of
ers seven feet six and a -half inches
near Twentieth street, for $4,7110.
for allowance Monday night.
Dr. H. T. Hessig resides at Wewoothe river the pool is et) feet deep.
-City subscribers to the Daily in diameter, three wheel connected; Ina, Indian Territo
°
Police
Court.
ry.
Jim Doolin, white, for petit, lar- Should the two,steamers fall over
Sun who wish the delivery of their total length from tip of pilot to tank
Mrs. Samuel White. of Nashville,
eruck,
75
feet
ceny,
3
inches: tank capacand Henry Stone, colored, for into the pool and sink, they would be
papers stopped must notify our colC. Hoeine, Real Estate and General
Is visiting Mrs. William MmMahon.
breach of peace, were dernissad in practically a total loss. A towboat
lectors or make their requests di- ity, 7,400 gallons, 2,2110 more than
a
Insurance. Trueheart Bldg. TeleMr. Mike Galvin and wife, of South
is there trying to pull the steame
the police run this morning.
rect to Tn. Sun office. No attention the 80,0 class freights; steam capacity Sixth street,
rs off
phone 127.
have returned front visitinto the river but it is improbable
will be paid to such orders when Vet) pounds: rues at an average of ing in Indiaaa
County
Court.
WANTED-HOUSE GIRL -- Expolis
and
Terre
Haute,
that it can succeed. The Chester and
The estate.of Fred Hunter, the
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co. 250 pounds of steam.
perienced girt in housework can get
I.
led.
Tennes
see
are controlled by the MasThe big engine was taken off the
C. engineer who died three days ago,
-Drink Belvedere the
Paducah
good wages and permant position by
Mr. John Rehkopf, of the J. G.
sengale interests which own a large
St. Louis and Chicago division
beer.
and Rehkopf Buggy company, yesterday was thie morning ordered into the
Yes- -you can get another servant applying Immediately at 321 North
amount
of
taken
stock
to the "south end" to use in
in the St. Loula and
hands of Public Administrator F.
-Use Standard Soot Destroyer.
G.
returned from the east,
Eighth street.
Tennessee River Packet company of through a want ad.-and-aet Us almaking faster time because of now
Rudolph.
Sold everywhere.
Miss
ways hope-a better one than the
Katherine
Winfre
y, of
LOST-An- old gold °root sad
which
the
eroua
Kentuc
delays.
ky, Savannah, &UIt brought in Nissen'
County Judge R. T. Lightfoot is
-John Niehaus has opened a new
Twelfth and Jefferson streeth, is selast.
chain, between- Harbour's store and
ill :today ,and unable to be at his tile., Memphis and Clyde in ('his
drug store at Eigath and Husband ger train No. 104 yesterday morning riously le of typhoid fever.
Sixth and Brodway Or from there to
trade are part. The Ohester is a fine
from Memphis, and went out this
office.
streets.
Fireman J. Green of Ohio and
Taxes levied against ies by the state 302 South Sixth. Return to Seri
steel hulled boat and was only recent-Get your meals at Whatehead's morning on No. 103 to Memphis. The Eleventh streets, is ill.
ly repaired in first-clase condition. are light and easy compared to the ofece for reward.
restaurant, 215 Broadway, these bad doors to the round home were too
Enjoyable Evening.
Mr.- Leon Blythe, of Louisville, is
River Men in St. Louis and all along taxes we impose open ourselves
LOST- Mosaic brooch, c%rescentda)s. Nite, polite service guaran- small to admit the monster, and if in the city.
through negleet of our opportunities.
Misses Steen and Hattie Ross at the
Mississippi river are watching
this
type
is
contin
shape, on street car, or at parish
ued in service on
teed.
their
Everyo
Mr. Thomas Upton, business manhome, 111)8 Trimble street, en- wee -absorb
ne who fai1a. to read the want
ing 'merest, the effort to
house of Episcopal church, last
-For .high-grade wallpaper see the sotele eed, it will mean the en- ager of the Dixie Mills compan
ads. inereaecs his "tax" 'tele
y, left tertained very pleasantly last evening save the steamers.
lasfila
nede
*
night. Return- to this office and rethe
rehnd house and today; forlee
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av.
Gamma
-tousle
w York and Philadeland Tefreirleuents were
Falling rivers are eaireeialle
ceive
reward.
-Belvedere beer is a home pro- machine shop doors.
danphia on a week's business trip to the features of the evening. Those gerous
An army of "un-attsehed people"
to leldem steamboats. It reduct. Remember that.
present were: Misses Nona Darnell, quires
-live
Purchase stock.
in
furnis
SAIIE- -Four room cottage on
FOR
hed rooms, or lodgings.
the utmost care to avoid being
YX)R SALE.
-Place your orders for wedding
Theie people are of all sorts-from West Harraon street, situated on lot
Mr. Charles Brown returned from Ora Hole- Daisy Bryan, Eva Darnell. left on
the bank. The City'of MemBeautiful five room frame cottage,
Invitations at home. The Sun s- ows
Emma emotherman, Daieey
Mayfield this morning
May, phis wee nearly lost in Cairo a few the "nleeat" folks to the least-nice 50x165 to le foot alley, with stable
as great an assortment as you find about six yenta old, finished partly in
onee. If you advertise your lodgings and other out heeses. $1,300 with
Mr. Oscar Hank . returned from Geneva Clayton, Sqeila Ross, Ina Raw years ago
by being left high and dry
anywhere at pria.es mute lower than hard-wood, rooms average 13xI3, Mayfield this morning.
lison, Nola Hall, Bessie Watts, Ruby on the
for rent you will have a better chance terms. hi. C. Ifollins, Real Estate
levee.
heated
with good grates, porcelain
You pay eltewhere.
Miss Grace Williams, of --Krebs' Derrington. Myrtle
Trueheart
Royer, Jessie
With the rate of fall becoming to select the kind you are to have in'and General Insurance.
-Pending rebuilding of the burned bath, sewerage available, city water. Station, arrived this
Bldg. Telephone 121.
your house.
morning to visit Gott, Haille Ross, Sadie Moore, Car- more rapid as the river
This
is
a piece of property that is
gets lower,
N. C. & St. L. freight depot at Murrie Clayton, Lizzie Moore; Messrs. it
in the city.
is probable that the Lee liners, the 'iDAt at Whitehead'a restaurant.WANTED-Young lady bookkeepray, box cars are being us_d for stor- worthy of investigation and cheap at
Miss Mettle Baughan, of Rich- Athel Robertson, Mack Brogan, Ru- Georgia bee
ROOMS-For rent with board, 21d er, of experience, and who underand Peters Lee will get
ing freight. Material for the recon- the price. $1,250 cash. H. C. Hollins, mond
pert
Robertson, WI:bur May, Riley, back to
Va., lavishing her uncle,Masbueiness next WedneedaY. Smith Fourth.
stands the use of the Remington type
struction of
deeot has been or- Real Estate and General Insurance. ter Car Builder T. M. Baugha
Terry Thompson, Archie Householder, one
n,
leaving Cineinnati and the other
writer. Apply in own handwriting,
Truehe
art
Bldg. Telephone 127.
dered an
WANT
-A
ED
,
cook.
eine rushed to Murray
Colore
d
Marvin
preLangston, Charles Sneed, leaving
the Illinois Central.
Memphis on the SaMe dai• ferred.
and be prepared to furnish reference.
as test s poesible.
Both phones 415. _
Miss Ethel O'Brien left this morn- Luther lama. Gerd Robertson. Robert •Hugh Crouse
.1. E., care The Sun.
will go down on the
The St. Louis Hepublio . and, the
-Yi know your calling carat
GRAY HORSE and rubber tire b_
ing for a visit In Springfield, Tenn. Johnson, Charlie Sanders. Willie Dick Fowler Monda
U14y
morning to
are correct when they come from The viemphis Commercial Appeal contain
FOR RENT-Two story five room
gy for sale cheap, 640 Broadway.
Miss Jennie Anderson, of Mempnis, Straub, Walter Sanders, Ed Russell, Mound City to bring
up
many
the
new
John
features each Sunday. On
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.50 a
residence on
Jefferson street on
arrived this morning to visit Mrs. P. Bonta Rouse.
Hopkins. The Hopkins will leave on
FOR Heating and Stevewood sing street
ale at Clements' look store, Van
hundred., he 014 Eng!leh $3.
oar line, half block from FounE. Stutz.
•
..
4
Tuesday for Eyansville
437 F. Levin.
tain avenue. Apply W. D. Greer or
-Use Standard Soot Destroyer. :auntie!, Thompson's., 313 Broadway,
Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Sheridan. of
Notice to Taxpayers.
Getting In nearly on time is a
end by newsboys over the city.
Sold everywhere.
147 H. MEYER, titreaco artist. C. E. Jennings.
Halts. Tenn., are visiting Mr. and
Sheriff John Ogilvie wile receive habit which the Joe Fowler
has ac- Old phone 1561.
Stirs. John B. Bees, of Clay street.
invitations, announce2,00e notices Monday of raises of quired this Week. The
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Ablesteamer ea-me
Miss Margaret Harlan has gone to
ments a.a. every character of enROOM and board, 4.08 Worthington. bodied unmarried
Mrs. C., L. Riker. of Seventh taxes from the board of county
men between ages
tax In today and left after attending to
Kuttawa to spend Sunday with relaOld phone 2.5(10.
graved V-rk is given careful, Perstreet and Kentucky avenue is sick. book supervisors. and It will
of 21 and 35: citizens of United
require business, on the return trip.
tives.
sonal attention at The Sun. •
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Parker nave the greeter part of two weeks
CLO
-111ES cleaned and repaired. States, of good character and temSeep. Grcen came from Nashwith
moved to this city from Lexington, all his deputies to serve them. to
Jas. Duffy, Phone 95.6-a.
--Globe Wernicee tiling cases and
perate habits, who can speak, read
yeeterd
ay
to
tax
go
our
Attorney W. A. Anderson, of Bar'
on the
Tenn., an
will live at the Cochran payers in the county. February IX Henry ,Hierley as pilot.
all supplies for them, also the be. ow,
The wheal -OVELSTREET, the painter. New and write English. For information
is in the city on business today.
apartments,
Ninth
line of carbons. A full line of blank
and' Monroe is the date set for the hoard to begin on the Harley is being noted
apply to recruiting officer. New Richtoday phone 1025. old phone 975.
streets.
hearing protests to raises.
books and all kinds of office supplies
and the steamer is being coaled. They
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Mr. Will Rudy Is Sky at his home
WILLIAMS Furniture exchange,
Charles Blaney, of Clark street, is
Telephone orders .promptly filled. Ole on
expect
to
get
away
with
the
Harley
Kentucky avenue.
FOR
-Fivearoom cottage on
538 South Third. Furniture bought
sick.
phone 436. R. I). Clements & Co.
FOR SALE -1Eight room residenee tonight or early In the morning for
Trimble street, ten blocks from river,
and sold. New phone 900-s. _
•
-We have Slug Shot that will de
three blocks front Broadway on South Nashville,
EXPOR4ENCED stenograpber de- situated on lot 484444-end amply stroy all in-ects on plants; and Plan
Third street, situated on lot C7x173,
Newton Harlin has resigned his
provided with out buittlinge, bath and
sires
position at .once. References
fronting bricked street and concrete Place as second clerk on the KenFood teat will make plants grow
other conveniences. Price 12.4000
exchan
ged. Address W., care Sun.
sidewalk. Excellent location for flat. tuck) and has accepted a similar poBrunson, 1+29 Broadway.
,eith terms.
II. C. Hollins, 'Real EsFOR RENT-Cheap -t-hree - con- tate
Price $3,500, one-third cash, balance siticm on the' Joe Fowler. Albert
6-City License Inspector Georg.
and (lettere) Insurance. Truerooms, with bath, 918 Mon- heart
eliSy payments.
hehnhard Is reviewing the cite teens,
H. C. Hollins, Reel Rittenhouse will go) out as second necting
Bldg. Telephone 127.
:
roe. ,
Estate, Rentals and General !neut.- clerk on the Kentucky.
tax receipt book . eecuring a list oi
FOR
SAUE-Neat little boxed sad
Big tows of real are headed this
ante. Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127
merchants. professional men and Per
SALE-Nice 4-year-old horse,
weathe
rboard
ed house of two manna
wee
from
eons in antyebueiness for which a
Louisville. The Joe B. Wil- safe for led)* to drive. also nice runon Hampton avenue, betwten
liams
12th
and
• cense tax 19 charged, who have het
the
about
Spragu
and
e
harness
will
. Old phone 984.
FOR SALE--Residence of five
arrive
end 13th streets on lot 401[120, As
secured a licensee-end will prosecue
rooms and hall on Clay etreet, twelve next week on the way.soutle Falling
SEND yourei:otlei to the Fair44additional room can easily be Pla to
them. He expects to tolerate no de
blocks from river located on lot 5ox rivers, are tee nest mov,ng time for less Presaging club, 302 14 Broadwaytarts
fintri• autt Made Info crifte.
.towbo
ats.
ling tient license tax payments.
N'hen tile river is rising. High'& Browder, proprie
165 to private alley, having shade
tors. Hots City water, glut
buildings and conven-Use Standard Soot Destroyer.
trete, stable ane other necessary out it is the higheat in the middle and phones 1507.
iently situated near ear line
Price
Sold everywhere.
buildings. Price $1,ae0. Terms ar- tends to shove the boats toward the
Room II for
$540 cash. H. C. Hollins, Truebeart
-Sexton, the sign
ranged. H. C. Ho:11ns, Real Estate 'shore; but whee the river is falling. housekeeping or rooms
writer, all
for board. Age building, telephone In_
kiwi* of sign anti advertising writing
end Re/Olds, Truebeart Bldg. Tele- It is the lowest In the ini(lifie and
y 403 South Seven Chg. Old phone
(ends to draw the boats away front
flue painting of every character, in
W
NTED--Lap, first-class house
phone 127.
1749.
the shore. With a big tow the latof twenty-five years standing manuside work and carriage painting tine
POR SALei-Lot et Salem avenue
ter condition Is preferabie.
repairing. Phone 401
facturing Maple line of goods in
FOR SALK--floauitittil suburban
The Scotia went to Joppa with sea- Ftex114. Price $000. H C. Hollins, constant daily use, wane+
-Dr. V. Blythe has moved from
good titan
home of 62 acres within five minutes'
Real Estate and General Insurance,
erei barges of ties yesterday.
to manage branch whole-toile busk
Fraternity building to 525 Broadveu
drive of MeMinnvele, Tenn. The
Truebe
art
Bldg.
Telephone 127.
Oars can be shoved aronnti
nets. ga:ary $ I .8fe0. per year and all
next to Register building.' Ofleca
the
farm has a cottage of three rooms
FOR SALE- idealte on fiat if. In expenses, exynble
river switch by this afternoon as the
phones 870. residenee 272.
monthly, Appliand hail, stable, granary, cellar, well
river is getting away from the tracks. Cochran apartments, and A let of cant mine fertesh good
----Upright pianos from $150 to
references
barn and 1.400 fruit trees of various
With a river full of water raver/nen handsome- furniture, carpets and and $1,e04o eash which
$200, to reduce our stock of slightly
is aatioufsc(erkinds. Price $1,55e. U. e ere !es,
still come on shore after their drink- draperies in use only two weeks. .4- Ay secured. Addrees
President, 613
used pianos we make thee. offers. W
Real Estate and General inn: once
ing water when they are in Pacleieh. ply at the flat.
South Sixth street, St. Louie mg),
T. Miller & Bro., 5Ig Broadway.
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127. •
NO other town he as good witer.
---Vit-AN'FIED---Bitard and room
-Mr. C. A. McFarland has been
beWANTED-Ton to Call, write or
tween Ninth and Tweeth on
Oficial Fore/eons.
appointed
by
Broad- phone for Catalogue Of
the Smith-Prernier
FOR Saler, -.
Five-room reeideneij
Draughou's
The Ohio -at Evansville and Mt. way or Jefferson, liy young man. Pre
'Tjpewriter company to succeed Mr.
Practical Businetts College. 314 1-2
Just beyond city
1!.
tate family preferred. Addres
Ver'UAW w14.-faii -*ere rept-die
W.- L. Hellety be Ude dikeriete Mr.
s
tante
K.,
g
•
II:
id - neighborhood, four acres of
ono:way, Paducah. A. 311.
Ifcrailahd will mantaln his headthe next several deem. At Paducah care.Sue.
Manager, OW phone 1755. ft will
ground and amply Provided with
geartent at 425 Broadway in Padte
nnI l end Cairo will continue
FOR SALE Fliat-elnes brick store
felling and at
buildings, wells and Otter Improveconvince_ you thlit DraukhonAleos tlett
all,ICY.
an iweratitateg rata_
of two Stories ertttr xametralIMMIIR
•
"TES bIjtitu -aver oeught
TtyI beet rotirsit-W.
$1.4404
cash. H. C. ifolltne,
hastrtirtion. That
-Use Standard Soot Destroyer.
The Tennessee from Florence to rear, severe' Fifth and Jne..
Was th• cote that got awry:
Pelle Draughon secures positio
Real Eseete and General Insurance.
Sold gyarywhere.
ns or
Th• biggest ohancit you ever cought
rebelow Joh.neonvIlle, will rise very $2,750 with satisfactory
•
terms. it. C funds money.
'Truitheart Bide. Telephrone- 1e7,
Was th• one that wouldn't sty.
Night and day sea-Ter eholes fresh earnatIons BO
rapidly daring the next 311 hours.
Hollins. troteheart Bldg. Teleph
one
Rut If another chance you seek, '
cent% per /loam phone Schmans
The Mississippi from below 'St. 127.
Don't sit around are ea:h.
Kentur
The
ea ill9
ty
.11111a.
- -• bark
from
lit MOEN
order MO
Louis
to Cairo, will
A little WANT AD. try 'his week-ntlIu falling
FOR- SA I
tnl farm
Brookport todae and will leave this
That eook will catch the fish.
Buttorff wi
errs. Sunday
The Wabash at. Mt. (Nartnel will acres close
to city end in b4gh Memel night from
mein* for the Tentleareme river.
Nashville and leave Monroutine. falling.
anberban neighborhood.
day morning for

4U
Forks that were $2.50
Now $01
Table Spoons $2 to $3
Now $1
Tea Spoons $1.50 to $2
Now 75c
Knives $2.00 to $3.00
Now $1

gudq,9hillip

,few Ifingerie or Jilk Waists
,few thqles and 'few Vir1aterial4
(5r Jpring.

TOO BIG

U Must B Quick

6E0.0. HART kS0NS CO

I WANT ADS.

I
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The One That

•
I
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•

•
•
•
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s
Rieke, Jr., Charles Alcott, Wallace
Well and Dr. I. B. Howell. ushers. The
The American People are Noted for Their Love
bride wore a - beautiful creation of
of Fair Play. So True II
This, That It :lay Be Said To Be a National
white chiffon cloth and lace and carTrait of Character.
ried Snide roses and lilies of the val•
The an who strikes another a fool blow, or maliciou
ley. Site was given away by her
sly tries to injure him
in his
einem, o in hie social standing is detested and
abhorred. The Ameribrother, Mr Frank Fowler Davis.
can
le are ot generally slow to manifest their
lett on Way to Pacify Lad.
disapproval of such unfair
treatme whe an opportunity is afforded.
The maid.of honor 'was gowned in
Henders
on.
2.—To
KY.,
Feb.
gratIlln
As Fire Flkshes From Explod white crepe de chine flowered with
of this disposition is the fact that although
base, false
licious at c
upon Dr. Pierce, of Buffalo, and his widely celebrat and ma- ify the wishes of a little sick boy wan
Family
ed
pink roses. The dames of honor and
Medicin
ye sometimes injured the sale of these meritori
ing Headlight
ous remedies for a las eonstantiy caltine for his pet, Altime, I
bridesmaids wore dainty frocks of
hen such unjust, assaults have been met and their
bert
falsehoods cornHal/ left here today for St. Louis
pletel
fiord, a natural reaction has folloeett and their
point
d'esprit over pink silk and pink
sale
has
been
fully carrying with. hint a tiny est. The
House wiring, electric plants installed.
resto
again.
flower wreaths in their hair. They
Inetlisseasmeg_
inaTicT
elwidip
oti t' il
ifoo_Jyterstnt, of Philadelphia,_14 hich, in 1904, animal was recently left behind in Fireman on Manning Board With EnComplete machine shop.
carried pink carnations. After the
• u blisited ry most
siv I se iilanTerous nod --tinefou
this city by Hall's grandson, Albert
gine Swaying I toter Him in
hear --altatkin
I
terce ata 4 s
on e rescrip on — ie aI
wedding
122-1
ceremon
34 N.Fourth St.,
y an informal recepn.a±n cues
woman
Hall Smith now iii at hie home in St.
Phoneas 787
• •culTar weakneeiser• and disireseing
Peril.
affitienis—Dr. le
lirought uit iritfir
tion was given at the home of the
apt of le tale ot aea Yo
Louis. Efforts to pacify him were
eeinenal
amea
the
pujjhers
l'
41111"1111MIV
bride's grandtotehr Mrs. Joseph H.
Yea
c Doctor Lim tu• • A pt tif•Irla fAmilna _P
in vain, and the cat had to be sent
I
II
t not f
Fowler,
. . II O.
on Kentucky avenue. The
I ..,,
••
ee
Dr.
l'ierce
for for.
e_sreat trii re, an
and Is
avorite
1614CAPED
rpWITHOUT
INJUBY house was charmingly decorated in a
ion" were co ii
indicategamii
t fie
wag- •roven iii o n
scheme of pink and green. The ices
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hurst left that nigat for New Orleans
• ly after noon , today and quickly de- the
air at the rate of 40 miles an
here are undr s o thousands of
In Chronic Nasal Catarrh. It is well to
and sailed from there today for Havapeople all over tins blessed country. of
cleanse the passages two or three times& cided to hokd'4 a primary on April 2 hour, was the perilous position in
ours who have been ,cured of obstinate, day with Dr. Sage's
to
select
candida
a
te for the Demo- ka'hich Hugh Long, an Illinois Centre' na Coln. They will return by way
chronic diseases through the use of Dr. fluid, while persistin Catarrh Remedy
Florida, Nashville and Clarksville,
g in the use of the cratic nomination to succeed
Pierce's Medicines and it is only natural "Golden Medical
the Hon fireman of this city [outlet himseit of
Discovery" for its blood
that such people should rise upend speak cleansing
and . will be at home at 620 Kentucky
C.-McCh
C.
and
ord.
specific
curative
effects
la,a. night. But for his prompt actheir sentiments pretty freely alien Dr.
the diseased mucous membranes. It
avenue about the middle of February.
Pierce and his medicines are so unjustly upon
tion, and rare presence of mind, he
will cure a very large per cent, of all cases,
attacked.
A number of aut-of-town guests ateven after they have reached the ulceraWhip Brutal Father.
might have been horribly burned or
These grateful patients of Dr. P:FITO tive, or chronic stage, and no nuttier of
tended
the wedding: Mr. and Mrs.
Morgantown, Ky., Fob. 2.—About probably ground beneath
are to be found in alniost every hamlet how many peon's' rtoncliny they may be.
the wheels William
D. Sanders. of Columbus,
and country village, and. In the farm- Iii.equally efficacious In affections of the
thirty masked men called on Je.se of the flying engine.
houses and mechanics' cottages ih every mucous lining of the larynx, bronchia and
Miss.; Mrs. Lula Britighurst EpperPhelps last night and took him about
Long was assigned to a passenger
nook and corner of this great country. respiratory organs in general, thus curing
son, of Nashville; Mrs. William SinCommon gratitude prompts such people bronchitis,laryngitis and other affections one-half mile from this plate and 'run to Cairo,
the regular fireman beto stand up and defend Dr. Pierre and giving rise to obstinate, hang-on-coughs.
clair
I3ooton, of Atlanta; Miss Mollie
whipped
him
severely. Phelps was ing ill. The engine was *tent out
his medicines against unjust arid ma- It Is not so good in acute coughs following
licious attacks.
euriden colds as in the lineering. ehronic arrested yesterday for cruelty to this from the round house apparently in Claiborne, of Nashville; Miss Evelyn
227 Broadway
Dr. Pierre's Medicines have been on coughs. Nor must the "Golden Medical three-year-old child. He
was released the best of condition, and when she Walker, of Dyersburg-, Miss Belle
sale in drug stores all over this country Discovery" be expected to work miracles.
Lockett,
of
441111
Henders
11.on.
and in many foreign lands for more than It will not cure consumption in its on bail. It is claimed he stuck pins settled down to a steady ,clip for
forty years and yet their sale continues advanced stages—no medicine will do in the child and burned it with
a hot Cairo shortly after 6 o'clock the headto grow in a substantial and most grati- that, but for all obstinate hang-on-coughs
The marriage of Miss Maggie Reber
fying way. This could not be the case if due to laryngial or bronchial irritation poker, and held hot potatoes in Its light suddenly became dim.
they were not remedies of more than and kindred affections, of the throat hands until they were blistered
and
Mr. Lonnie Englert took place on
.
Stepping through the cab
which, if neglected or badly treated, are
ordinary merit.
Tuesday afternoon at 3 o'clock at thelikely to lead up to consumption. the
in hand, Long walked along
dor,lante
WHAT DO THEY CURE?
•Disc-every "can be rel led upon to produce
Francis de Sales Cat-beds church.
Step in Line or "Git."
the narrow running board to the head St.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription is not the- best curative results:
Owenebo
ro, Ky., Feb. 2.— Mayor light. Grasping the catch -with his The ceremony was performed by the
The 'Golden Medical Discovery" is,
advertised as a "Cure All" but admirably
Rev. Father H. W. Jansen. The atfulfills a singleness of purpose. being a froln its tonic and specific curative con- O'Bryan, of this city, has addressed left hand while
he held firmly to the
superior and most positive remedy for one trol over rfille011a surfaces, especially
Messrs. Charles
class of diseases only—Chose easily ne-og- efficacious In curing indigestion, dyspep- a special !flowage to the members of hand rail with hie right, the engine tendants were:
Reber,
niuvi weaknesses, derangeme,,nts, irregu- sia, weak stomach and "Liver Complaint," the police department in whioh
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and Elmer EngThat Insures See
swaying
he
under him like a boat in a
or biliousness. Even ulceration of the
la'rities and 'painful disorders
to
women. It is a powerful, yet gently act- stomach and bowels has in thousands of tells them That if any member of the heavy sea, he pulled the headlight lert, of Paducah, groomsmen; Messrs
George Sights and Ernie Englert,
ing.Invigorating, tonic and strengthening cases been cured by it; also obstinate force is not in sympathy with his re- door open.
nervine. For weak, worn-out. over-work- chronic diarrhea.
Iii addition to all the foregoing. not the form movement he had better resign.
Instantly there was a flash and ushers. The bride wore a dainty weded women—no matter what has caused
the break-down,—whether it be from too least valuable of the marvelously efficaLong found himself enveloped by a ding gown of white point d'esprit
frequent bearing of children or from much cious properties possessed by the'Discovover white satin and veil of tulle.
Dr. C. J. 'Walton Dead.
stream of fire.
worry, care, or over exertion of ally kind. ery" is the unequaled regulating and
She carried Bride roses. A reception
"Favorite Prescription" will be found strengthening effect exerted by it over the
Muotordville, Ky., Feb. 2.— Dr. C.
Fire, cyclone, life, bonds, accident, liability,
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exploded
had
.
most efficient in building up the strength, heart's action. It has made some wonderLong, thinking only - of safety, from 8 to 11 o'clock was given at the
regulating all the aomanly functions, ful cense( very pronounced valvular and ,J. Walton, one of the best known Rehealth, marine, boiler, plate glass.
publicans in the state, died at neon made for the cab, escapin
home of the bride's parents, Mr. and
banishing pain and bringing about a reg- other affections of that organ.
g just in
ular and healthy, vigorous condition of . The reason why "Golden Medical Dis- today
at -his home here. He was 84 time to prevent his clothing igniting Mrs. C. J. Reber, at 917 Clark street.
Cumplbell
the whole female system. Thps it cor- covery "cure: so wide a range of diseases
.
The couple will reside at the home of
reet-4prelapstis, or failing of wolih.retro- Is made plain in a booklet sent free OD years old. The doctor received- a The engineman by this time
realized
version, antevetsion arid other displace- request mailed to Dr. R.V. Pierce, Buffalo, fall from a
Both
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Office 369.
horse a few weeks ago, the danger and brought his engine Mr. Englert on West Trimble street.
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ments of the female pelvic organs, due to N. Y. If inumested. send for it,
The powerful alterative or blood purify- from the effects of whiCh he
weakness or over exertion, lifting or fato
never
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a
stop.
tiguing over-work. In short, it makes ing properties possessed by the "Discov- recovered, having
Miss Gertrude Reitz and Mr. Leo
-been able to come
buckets of water were thrown on
weak women strong and sick women well. ery will naturally suggest its use for the
cure of blotches, pimples. eruptions; as to town but once since the accident the
Pettit were quietly married on We-dhdligh
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nesday morning at the St. Francis de
which it has made regiark- Dr. Welton was known as a physician smothered down.
cation, yet it is by no means recommended a
ble cures; also In scrofulous sores and old, and was a surgeon of ability. He
Farmers who witneesed the explo- Sales Catholic church by the Rev.
as a "Cure-All." It possesses marvelous open ulcers, or eating
sures. To heal the
W. F. Paxton,
altetgative, or blood cleansing, properties latter, use Tn.
R. Rudy,
P. Puryear
PienreSs All-liecalIng Salve was a strong Republican, but not rad- sion of the headlight and saw the fly- Father H. W. Jansen.. Only toe reane is at the game time a most Invigorat- as a local applicati
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Pierce, as above.
-,hoe contest, and wee unseated durin
street Paducah.
, that contest. He had three eh,ldren,
Incorporated
one son, Maxey, of this place, and
Judge David A.,Cross. of this city
'wo daughters, Mrs. C. A. Opole. at
Capital
and Miss Irma Millen, of Baker's
$100,000
Blackstone, Va.. and Miss Nona, who
Station, Ky., were married WednesSurplus
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50,000
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lives with her father. His wife died
Stockholders liability
day evening at the bride's home. They
ilealth of lexingeton.
100,000
she also has In cents road eix, inak-'eeverai
years ago. He was at one
came immediately to Paducah and
S11111:,. And, Ky., Feb. 2,—The at- ling a total
of 7.1 cents. ce$ 1 fla worth time pension
prettily decotated dining room de- are at home at 707 South
agent at loulswille.
Total security to depositors
seseor of Livingston
Foe - th
county
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Nestor prcperty. Her roads are all in
lightful refreshments were served. street.
Acemints or' individuals and firms solicited. We appneria
found property valued at $2,63C,025.-lbad condition and
te
her people bellevP Effect of
Newspaper Advertising. Those present were Mr. and Mrs. C.
small as well as large depositors and accord to all the
52, which is a heellthy increase ever that :he is entitled
same
to better roads
The author of the "Autobiography C. Duval:, Mr. and Mrs. %V. H. Poore,
courteous treatment.
the last assessment. The wealth e for the
Miss Emnia Rawlings and Mr. John
amount of money the texpayof a Business Man," In the Februat Mr. and Mrs. James Watson. Misses
old leivIngeton seems to be growing tens are iseyIng.
Curd, tire of this city were married
e
Daisy Bryan,Emma SmothermanSiVilEvery hody's says:
very raid-db.
in Metropolis by Justice Liggett on
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
"For a number of years I adver- lie Humphrey, Gertrude Thomas, Monday.
They were accombanied by
SII" Railroad for 012,000.
tised• only In my windows and in some Ida Thomas, Myrtle Boyer, Jessie Miss
Minnie Roark and Mr. Claude
Calloiray County's Wealth.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 2.--Eli7.a Caid- of the street cars, because I did
OPEN SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM 7 TO R
not Gott, Nellie Hotenkiss, Ora Alley, Ford. They are popular -young peo°CLOCK.
(Murray, Es., Feb. 2. --The Iota; well, admirtetratrix
Neva
Bowers. Minute Themes, Cela
of Luther Calel- feel that I could afford to advertise
ple and the wedding was a surprise
("seemed reluation of property in Ca deeeased, has filed a suit in cir- In tne daily papers. Two years ago Thomas, Fannie Rhodes, ,Bessie Lou
to their friends. They will live in
Third and Broadway
loway county is $3,80-0,4%10. Title cuit court againet
the Illinole Central last September '1 was havipg a cra- Watts. Messrs James Micheal, Aill- Paducah.
shows an Ineeelse over last year. Cal- Railread company
..
for $2.11•00, alleg- venette coat sale, and I succeeded in Semler's, Albert Hansen, Meek Broloe ay connoty has no bonds, her cent:- ing that Luther
Caldwell's death was selling for a couple of weeks about gan, Atho Robertson, Earl Johnson,
Miss Mabel Jackson and Dr. Henry
ty taxes are r..1) en-o. eti the $10443 end idue te tl!, • riCnood
company by him fifty coats a day. I thought I would can, Attrei Robertson, Earl Johnson, H. Powers,
both of Fent, Mich. were cousin, Miss Julia Scott at 725
MattiNI.ss Anne Rhea, of Nashville,What
try a column ad. in one of the even- Willie Straub, Archie Householder.
marrte I on Thursday at the bride's
sttreet. left last night for Helena, has been the popular
ing papers. The next day this col- Walter Sanders, Master Glenn Poore.
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Modern Plumbing
the wedding. Mrs. Powers is pleas- Iealah Martin
on February 7.
Mr. home Monday..
it was not the one that nas the largA brilliant social event was the antly
remembe
red
in
Peduelth where Burdette is of St. Louis and
You cannot say your home is
has
?Alai Florence Schrader will leave
est circulation in Chicago; I select- wedding of Miss
Martha Stewart she visited Mies hillie
modern and comfortable if your
Mae Winstead Criende in Paducah.
for her home in Indianapolis oh Moned the paper that this ad appeared Davis and Mr. Edward Iluling Bringand Miss Blanche HEls, last spring.
bathroom fixtures are old, and
Mrs, Thomes "C,. Leeelt will leaa• day efter a delightful vielt to Miss •
in because they gave me a low rate, burst, on Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock
U111.flt ary.
—4-Sunday for New
York's where Are Ethel Brooks, Of North Seventh
but they agreed to give my ad. a good at the Broadway Methodist church.
Modern plumbing and bath room equipment
About People.
join ea party of friends from Mon- street.
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position
Rev.
Warner
In
the
T.
paper.
Bolling
The
perform
result
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makes your home healthy and comfortable.
Miss Marjorie Scott left today for treal,
Canada, and will sail with them
that the next day the sales, which ed the ceremony and Mrs. Samuel H.
Mies Blancae Hills an.1 Miss Susan
llitsradarstr plumbing fixtures are the most duraisle
Indianola, Ole, to reit Mies Lora'.on the steamer "Arabic
" on FebruarrY Wet-ben-aid will leave or an
formerly Lad been about fifty coats Winstead played the wedding musk-.
and :,.nitary fixtures made. We handle this line
extended
Bruen, of Webb City, Mo.. whose lam
T. for Spain. She will vial Egypt and visit to Lapeer, Mich„ and
a day, jumped to 142 and In fifty The attendants were: Mrs. William
and add our own guarantee to the manufacturers.
other eltily has a winter home there.
the
Holy
Lan-I,
and will be in Rome ies, on Thursday.
days I sold over 3.500 raincoats.
8. Booton, of Atlanta, Ga.; Mrs. James
We r embine skilled, experienced labor With teaMass Frances Wallace left last night
In Jdne. where Mr. Leech may prob"For the year following that sale Henry Rudy, Mrs. John W. Scott and
Miss Anita Wood, of Wichita.
prices anti prompt envies.
for Helena Ark., where she will visit ably join her.
The Arable's passeng- Kansas, who has been the
I continued to advertise in this one Mrs. Vernon Blythe, dames of honor.
attractive
Miss Sadie Short, wno was at Hollin's
er list includes a numuer of Kentuc- guest of Mies Ethel
paper. Last fall I felt that I could Miss Mary Scott and Silas Kathleen
Brooke, will
Instutute, Hotline, Va., with Miss kians,
Louisville, HopkInsville, Frank leave Sunday nignt
afford to invest, say, abOut $5,000 in Whitefield, brideemalds; Miss Elizafor it. Paul.
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represented
betn
advertis
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in
Sinnott
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some
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of
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the
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Evelyn Walker will return to
132 south Fourth.
pers. I used three morning papers ward Scott beat .man: and Messrs
ner home in Dyersburg, Tenn.. to
and three evening papers, the best in David E.
• liSiwin J. Paxton, Louis
moerow after a delightful round of
Chicago. The results have been some.
visits to friends in the city.
She
thing phenomenal. !Aid not have to'
came to attend the Davia-Bringhurst
Invest-$6,000. The profits rine back':
wedding
from the newspaper_ advertising be-s
Mies Virginia Kinoy. of New York,
fore the bills came in, and I do not
who has been the popular guest of
[letup today that I have a dollar inMiss Faith Langstaff, left on Friday
vested in advertising. In ,my opinion
for St. Augustine, to spend the reAbout February 15th we will take possession of our new store
the only way to advertise is to give
mainder of the winter.
thorn plain, common-sease talk. Tel!
mom—now occupied by the tireat Pacific Tea and Coffee
Mrs. Robert Becker Phillips and
Co.,
them the truth. Do net get a cus333 Broadway. In the meantime we have made startlin
Mrs.lohn S. Bleecker left this week
g retomer to come to your store and find
ductions on our entire line of Watches, Diamonds and
for Neethvitle, Tenn. to visit 5fratliarn
Jewelry.
that you have faked him, for that is
iiton Parks, of 1715 West End aveThis for two reasons: First, we wish to move as little
poor advertising, besides being disas posnue.
sible of the present and, when we get into our new locatio
honesty,"
Geld Shell Crown.
n, we
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Miss Belle Lockett, who has been
mean to have a clean, new stock. If you need anything in
Gold Fillings
Our
$1.00 up the attracUve guest of Mrs.
Mildred
Teacher feeverely1—"What are
line give us a eell, for we have made a cut of 50 per cent
Silver Fillings
in
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g
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"
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$5.00 nue during the week, will return to
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All
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wasn't laughing. My face slipped"
Miss claribel Rieke and Mies Car--Chicago News.
rie Rieke left today Or Louisville to
640 Broadway,
Empire Building
Cut this coupon out and bring
visit their sister, Mrs. Charles TrueNew York Blackwell Island bridge,
it with you, It is worth $1.00.
hearte-of Ormsby avenue, for several
that le extiec*I 'to be opened early
Each person is limited to one
day-s before sailing for a six months'
as year, who have twice the capacity
coupon for each job of plate or
sojourn in Spain and Egypt.
They overcome West of tate Brooklyn brIdge,
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144 •itr
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the guests of Mrs. L. A. Washington,
girls
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for
venue
remorse
if Mere are Do
wonnuihood, aiding development of organs ard
of West Broadway. Mrs. Green and
body
bargain counters.
knows remedy for women f1Cual• them. Cannot do herao---1
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MIAs Hart are popular In Paducah
becomesa pleasure,. 41.00 PER BOX BY MAIL.
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1"C4i1a11CALCo., Geovelss
e.
ol Ohio
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maabs men believe the
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Mrs. William Briotost.,of Atlanta.
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Stith and nroadvnir•(Is.,who bee _bees the
sweat Of her
being put off a train near Boas about
February 4. 191046. The negro was
found the next day frozen to death
;
, on a fence a short distance from
Boaz. The attorneys for the plaintiff
are Webb & Seay.

TRAIN RESEMBLES
FLIGHT OF COMET

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

TO LET

Several superior offices: on second and
third flcors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator and modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices--double offices especially adapted for dentists.

American.German National Bank

FOR INSURANCE

ABRAM L WEIL & CO.

•

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

LATE KENTUCKY NEWS

THE WEEK IN SOCIETY

1

E. D. I-tar-man

10 TO 15 PER CENT ADVANCE

Removal Sale of Ai Pollock's Jewelry Store

Cut Prices in Dental Work Until
April 1st.

ON ALL GAS STOVES
After Present Stock is Sold

ALL STOVES IN STOCK
Will be sold at 1906 prices until
March 1st

A. POLLOCK

UN'

3PENNYNYALPILLS

Dr. King Brooks l

-

-

THE

Paducah Light

Power Co.

I
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Kidney Disease

LOOKS LIKE BRIBE; HURTS SALE OF
JUDGE IS ANGERED PATENT MEDICINES

THE

.t VERAGE

LEGISLATURE.

Oak Dale Hotel

A Lot of Bungling, Goodhearted Anus
Brocskport,
Nature has given you kiineys to
(ruts.
keep your blood clean and pure. As
Rates $1 u asp.
Evw,thing 0 K
the blood flows through them the
The legislatui.
e couldn't make one
art J. A. Indian, Prsetilikass
waste matter it brings front all over
good law in three months, let alone
your body is filtered out through
three thousand,
turning it.
Litigant
Acts Rashly When Simple Prescription for Home seine direction forwithout
millions of little tubes, so small that
aid and eouuse Henry M
By KATHERINE CECIL THURSTON,
they can be seen only under a micro,. Our well-meaning farmers, and gi e
lie Sends Presents
Made KidLey Cure
scope. Unless these tiny tubes are
Author of "The Circle," Etc.
cerymen, and manufacturers, are prokept open, waste matter accumulates
bably endowed with that profound
Thini asd lisaarty.
in your blood.
ignorance of baste problems welch Book Binding, Bank
Copyright. 1904, by Harper Le Brothers
Work, Legs
Judge's
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iteeeissas 1A'ed- Makee Kidneys Act and solvercomes
If the blood is chilled in any part
comes out in the form of a loud conand
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ding
Work
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From
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a
stranger
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Rheumatis
and
your
body,
of
m and ilinsitier
or held back by prestempt for "science" and "theorY "
Writes. to Father.
sure or injury, uric acid turns into
Troubles.
But now they are In the language of
little crystals, resembling sharp grains
the committee room, up against it. ST. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
of fine sand. Over-feeding also may
CHAPTER V.
RIVER. PACKET COMPANY
They slave got to make three thousthirty years' time he died, the owner
produce so much waste matter that
R the space of a minute there of one of the
and
LATTER
laws
SAYS
in
three
TO
months,
DECLINE
without
IT RELIEVES BACKACHE QUICKLY
biggest trades in Englund,
your blood can't keep the uric acid
Wart silence in the room; then
heving married the (laughter of his
much of an idea, in Some cases, of
FOR TENNESSEE RIVER.
dissolved, and the crystals are formed.
outside- inethe still MOO three chief. My
fatter was twenty-four and
what the blessed things are all about.
Your kidneys cannot pass these crvsclocks simultaneously chimed stiff at Oxford
when he hiherited. AlA gcod many of ow farming and man
tals=they lodge and collect in the II, end their announcetheut was taken most his first act was to
Muskokee, I. T. Feb. 2.— An exTo make up enough of the "vege- ufacturing
reverse my
friends would really like
nod
up
echoed•by
half a dozen others, grandfather's early more
little filtering tubes, where they
pensive
wedding
by going
present sent to Miss table tieatment," which is claimed to to make
good laws; but probably not
scratch and irritate the tender fibres, loud and faint, hoarse and resonaut, north and piecing together the faintly Carrie Sulzbacher
. of Kansas City, be relieving nearly every sufferer who one Or
for all through Die hours of darkness friendship.
them is competent to draw a
lie merriest his first cousin, caused the giver
just as grains of sand would_ do in
to be severely -rep- uses it for- backache, kidney comthe neighborhood of Host street is and then,
-logeTrete To make
with the Chilt•ote prestige retour eye. This flirtation causes the alive
rimanded ,by Judge LouiS Sulzbace- plaint eore weak bladder and Men-.
with chimes.
•
vived and the shipping money to back
It worse, these laws, good or bad,
pain in your back which warns you of (7hileote, startled
er, the recipient's father, in the fed- matisnis get from any good prescripby the jangle, rose It, he entektel on his ambition,
which
will come down forcibly on every Leaves Paiducati t'er
kidney disease, Bright's Disease and from his seat. Then, as if driven by
'
rennet...We MVP".
was to represent East Wark _In the Con- eral court at Eufaula today. The pre- tion pharmacy one half-ounce Fluid man, woman
and child in the State.
death..)
an uncontrollable impulse, he spoke servative
Every Wednesday at 4 p. in.
interest. It wasp big fight, sent was sent by F. W. Sharp, a liti- Extract Dandelion, one ounce ComIn view of this fact—that the legAt the very first sign of •kid- again.
ins he won-as much by personal In- gant in the court.
A. W. WRIGHT,
pound Kargon and three ounces Com- islature,
Master
ney disease, you must take LIFE "You probably think I am mad"- be fluenee as by any other.
made up of Atngling, goodHe was an
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are in the oil busSyrup Sarsaparilla.
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,
Snake
Clerk
PLANT. LIFE PLANT has the began.
hearted
amateurs,
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aristocrat. lust he was a keen business
ness. They are al:eged to nave driven well in a bottle and take in teaspoonLoder took his pipe out of his mouth. man as well. The combinatio
Th18 cosa:Any is not responsible
of. crooks,is bound to turn out just
power of- dissolvrig the hard uric
n carries Fred
Sawyer, another oil man, from ful doses after each meal and at bedaid grains, being provided by Na- -I am not so presumptuous," "he said weight with yoer lower classes. He
about so many laws anyway-Id° we for involci eaarges unless collected
never did much in the house, but he the possession of an oil lease in the time.
ture for just that purpose. You will
citizens, tne real "interests" most by the clerk e the boat.
For
'
etriYa space the other eyed him si- wasen power to his'party in Wark. Spaulpa. I. T., field, some time ago.
Those who have tried it claim that vitally affected
feel relief from the first, and in a short 'Ini
by the mass•ef legislently, as if trying to gauge his They still use his name there to can- An injunction was askeV'or, and
the It acts gently, but thoroughly on the lation, take any adequate measures EVANSVInLE,
time LIFE PLANT will have gently
PADUCAli
AND
thoughts. .Then once more he broke Jere with."
case went to the Eufaula court.where kidneys relieving backache and bladwashed every trace of uric acid out.of
either to put in abler men, or to supinto speech.
Loder leanest forward inter tediy.
Judge
Sulzbacher presides. The case der trouble and urinary difficulties
your kidneys (or wherever else it
CAIRO LINE.
ply accurate and thorough-going In"Look here." be said. "I came to"Ifiihert Chileoter he said. "I have
was decided today against Sharp aVer almost instantly.
may exist) and give the organ -back night- to milke a proposition. When
Mant cases of formation as a basis for the legis(Incorporated)
I heard of him. One of those ti
tinselsSloan.
Then Judge Sulzbacher com- rheumatism are known to 'nave been lation?
its blood-purifying powers. Thous- bare made it you'll first of all jeer at tentattous• figures-strong in action, a
Norat 101.'We send out:legands have saved themselves by me, as I jeered when I made it to my- little nerrow in outlook, perhaps, but mented on -the wedding gift.
relieved within a few days, the pain islators down to the capital,
and go Evansville and Paducah Packets.
Gives $2,000 Silver Set. •
taking LIFE PLANT. Read what self,. Then you'll see its possibilities. essential to a country's staying power.
and swelling diminishing with each
serenly vague, about what we
Sharp himself is in Texas. His at- dose.
Mr. John Lemon, of Wadsworth, as I did. Then," he paused &lid glanc- You have every reason to be proud of
like to call "our business."
The
ed around the room nervously, -then your father."
Ohio, says:
torneys did not know anything about
A Well-known local druggist, who snail's on tne thorn, God's
in hie
you'll
accept
Chileote
it,
as
I
laughed
did."
In
the
unsuddenly.
"How
"In regard to your medicine, I think it can't be
the gift. Mr. Saarp's alleged gift con- is in a position to know, asserts that
Heaven, all's right with the world!
beat in the grorld. Once I was to bad that I could easy haste of his speech his words easily we sum up when a matter is imsisted of a silver dinner and dessert this prescription, wherever it becomes
And meanwhile the attorneys for the
personal! My father may have been a
not walk. I took one bottle and can say that I broke off almoat
(Daily Except Sunday.)
feel all right. My kidneys troubled me and I was
Involuntarily Loder lifted his head fine figure, but he shouldn't have left set, valued at $2,001). Miss Sulzbach- known .always ruins toe sale of the railroad and the "publi,e. service"
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
er
diary in my head. That has about all left nae. I -to retort, but Clint-ate put
did
not
know
Mr.
Sharp. Thinking numerous patent medicine rheuma- compane, and the big brewers and
up his hand. me to climb to his pedestal."
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evansthink one more bottle will fix me all right. I can't
His fare was set with the obstinate
Loder's eyes questioned. In his new- that he was probably a friend of her tism cures, kidney cures, etc. It Is a manufacturers are etraw:ng
up bills ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
say too much for Life Plant.'•
letermination that weak men some- ly awakened interest he had let his father, sac immediately informed the prescription which the majority
of whim n our farming friends don't-sunSpecial excursion rate now in efIf youdhave any trouble whatever, times exhibit.
pipe go out,
latter of the circumstance. The fed- patent meeticine manufacturers, and
derstani, and are crowellng___them fect from Paducah
write your symptoms to I. J. 11117:er,
"Don't you grasp my meaning?" eral judge Caets notified
to Evansville and
"Before I begin I want to say that
even
certain physicians dislike to see through with doubtful statistics and
his daughter
return, $4.111). Elegant music on the
M. D., President of the Life Plant I am not drunk-that I am neither mad Chlleote went on. "My father died and
-that the gift should not, be accepted. published. Few cases, indeed, which specious
reasoning which our farm- boat. Tabl unsurpasse
Co., who will send you his personal nor drunk," He looked fully at his I was elected for East Wark. You may
d.
In the meantime the silver is in a will fall to fully yield to its peculiarly ing
friends may question but which
advice, free.
Our book—GOOD companion with his restiess-_glance. say that if I bad no real inclination for
Kansas
City
bank.
soothing
It
and
will
be
healing
returned
the
position
influence.
I
could
-I
am
have
quite
Bekicked,
tney have neither the Coke nor the
sane-quite reasonable."
but I
HEALTH—mailed to anyone free
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
ing composed of common every-day reeources to dispute.—Success.
Again Lotter essayed to speak, but tell you I couldn't. Every heal inter- to Mr. Sharp.
on request.
• again he put up his hand.
est, political and commercial, hung upThe case in which Sharp was a lit- vegetable ingretlients, which can be
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
THE LIFE PLANT CO., Canton, 0.
"No. Hear me out. You told me on 'the candidate being a Cline:Ass I igant involved a lea e on 120 acres of gotten from any druggist, it makes
landings at 8 e. ni sharp-', daily, exFriction.
something of your story. I'll tell you did what eight men out of ten would land in the head of the Glenn pool up a good honest
.,
and harmless remMamma—"If you had two pennies, :something of mine. You'll he the have done. I yielded to pressure."
An adjuster :ram a big Philadel- raptsSunday. Special excursion rates
which is estimated to be worth $100, edy and at small cost.
"ft
was
a
opening'."
fine
The words
Willie, and I was to give you three first person, man or woman. that I
phia insurance company was recent- now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
000. The land belongs to Zeke Moore,
more, how much would you have?" have confided in for ten years. You escaped Loder.
ly sent to Harriebbig to adjust • a and return, with or witnont meals "
Bride's Cruel Rebuff.
"Mast prisons have wide gates!" a aegro, now serving five years In
Ice: on a building - that had been and room. Good music and table unV•11:ie---"Ma4i At.dollars, mamma. say you have been treated shabbily.
the
Leavenwort
h (Kan.) penitentiaA story is going the rounds of the
I have treated myrrh' strabbity.- which Cbiloote laughed again unpleasantly.
surpassed .
Waat's the use of being stingy with
burned.
is harder to reconcile. I had every "That was six years ago. I had started ry for larceny. Sharp and Sloan have army and navy circles, concerning a
For further Information apply to
make-believe
"How did the flre start?" asked a
money?" — Chicago :bailee. and
I chucked every chance on the berphia track four years earlier, a lease on the land, and Frei Sawyer young bride and groom whe came to
News.
friend who met him on the home- S. A. Fowler General Pass, Agent, or
bat up to my father's death Iliad it me has a deed to it. It was
on thie prop- Washington. for their honeymoon.
Given Fowler, City Page. Agent. at
ward trip.
There was a strained Tense, then der my thumb, or believed I had, and erty that a *fight occurred recently in One _da the groin was
not feeling
In the realization of my new - reeponsiMan is often put into a melting again Loder lifted his head.
can't say with certainty, and no- Fowler-Crumbaugh & Co's. office.
"I
which Sharp and Sloan, with rifles. very well, and the brtie suggested
Both phone- No. 33.
Lilities end the emcitement of the pomood by the tears in a woman's eyes. "Morphia?" he said very quietly.
drove off 30 men working on the that wane he lay down and restea body seemed able to teil," said the
rde:11
tient
I
almost
put
it
aside.
-r
For
Chilcote- wheel:xi around with a
the adjustor. "nut it struck me that
she waned do some shopping, and,
several months after I enteeed partite land of Sawyer.
Many a sticestui jzri,wa. ..slogpa Retired gesture. "How did yr know
it might have been the result of fric-meet I worked. I Leiter() I aside one
Makes A Falai.Mistake. haying. established the .gentleman
that?" he naked sharply.
tion."
took her ffrit lessons calling cows.
When Sharp ollMtned a temporary comfortably on the couch, the little
The other smiled. "It wasn't guess- speech that marked um no a coming
"Why what do you mean hy that?"
leg. It wasn't even deduction. You max." He laughed derisively. "I even restraining order Igainst Sawyer In lady departed.
asked
the friend.
mardeel"told
me or as good as told me in the
Judge Snlzbarher's court at WagoIn several hours she returned with
Backache,
f ireorporaterd.I
"Well," said the ineurence
"Merrita.?"
man,
fog when we talked of Lexington.
ner, 1, T., ho thought the case was her arms full of bundles and the
"Yes-a girl of nineteen, the ward
FAINICA11,112-316 II; Mau,
gravely, "friction sometimes , cornea
Pain in the
You were =strung that night. and Ipermanently decided and
went to pride of possession in her heart. She from
7 ooneees in 15 6t1Les. POSITIONS se
well, perhaps one get.; overobeervant of ti geeat palltIclan. It was a brilliant
rubbing a $10,V00 policy on a eared
or money RHFUNDIO3 •Iso teach irt
Hips and Groins from
Texas.
came confidently to a door in the
Tonvivee Ton5.
living alone." He smiled again. marejage, pelitIcally as well as seelally,
g5,000 building."—Harper's Weekly. NAIL. Cataloirsie
vHS 51ST. Ce.1 Sr @seen fo,
The next day Judge Sulzbacher got long corridor and tapped.
In most eases are direct results of
rhiJeote collapsed into his former but It didn't work. I was born with e!1
ratalogve.
"Here I am. honey."
seat and flamed his handkerchief the capacity for love. Flail the social a telegram from a jewelry house in
WEAK KIDNEYS and INFLAMA theatrical star by any other name
life paliced on Inc. then my work grew Dallas, requesting the name
across his forehead. .
No answer.
_
MATION OF' THE BLADDER.
of his
would
be just as self-important.
irk
ems..
There
ntas'ouly
one factor to daughter. He sent the name and
Loder watched him tot a space. Then
"Honey, honey! It's me. Open Inc
The strain on the Kidneys and In
adTHE
he spoke. "Why don't you pull up?" make life endurable-morphia. Before dress. The following day Miss Sulz- doot, honeysflamed membranes lining the neek
AND CUrZEmcLUNC8
be said. "Yoa_nre a young man still. sfx mouths were out I had fully admit- bacher received
Silence
the
within
box
the
room.
of
expensive
of the Bladder producing the..
The little
ted that."
silver. Miss Sulzbacher will be mar- bride began to feel dtscouraged, but
pains.
"But your wife?"
WITH
D. A Banco, Prop.
"Oh. my wife kwew nothing -know. ried early in March to J. S. Bradwin, she called and tapped more vigorousMETROPOLIS,ILL.
nothing. It is the political business, aa attorney of New York City.
ly .than ever.
the beastly rattine of the political life.
"Honey, honey, open Ins door. I'm
Newest and best hotel in the eft)
thet is westing use out." Ile stepped
Oidbeau—Darling, I would die for hack."
tiers-oils-4y, then berried on again. "I
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Electrf
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to sit in the saute seet doe la, day out, name the day.
Mies Ptn knitgh—No; for gan to have dread visions of serious' +lots
knawIng all the time that You limit weds!in g
The only cer• rally 'tees,* •
Surest .n.a.1 tlnuckost Cure for all _
held. yourself in baud. tunst keep.your your funeral.--Chicago Daily News. illnessi inside, or else a creeping fear ,otel in the ett e.
Two dodoes give relief, and one boa
THROAT and LUNG TROUL •
grip on the reins"that the bridegroom nad forgotten
LES, or MONEY BACK.
will cure any ordinary case of KidPetiosens.
'.earsasereiss
"It it always possible -to apply for
No woman is homely whose soul ner and departed in search of some
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
the Chiltern !runt:reds."
of bis old-time bachelor friends. still.
May be seen shining in her eyes.
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
"fo retire?
Posslble to minor
she made a final effort.
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back,
Chlleote broke into a loud, sarcastic
"Honey, are you vet, Ill? Shall I
Rheumatism and all irregularities
"Yod'slotet kuow what the lo- when - when" -he paused, hesitating
get the doctor, honey?"
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both
cal ere ;sure of a place like Wark nervously--"when
it will be physically
She tapped long and loud this time,
stands for. Twenty tenet I have been impossible for me
men and women. Sold at 50 cents
to be at my post."
and when she pansed a gruff voice
within
an
ace
at
chunking
the whole
a box on the No Cure No Pay basis
Loden remained silent.
thing. Ouee last year I wrote privateNow located at
by McPhernon's drug store, Fourth
"Physically Impossible." rhilebte re- shbuted from Inside.
ly to Vale, one of our big men there. peated eseitedly.
"There's no honey tiers. This isn't
"Until lately I was
and Broadway, sole agents for Paand hinted that my health was bad. able to caleuinte-t count
o
trpon my- a beehive—it's a bath room."----Joe
ducah, or sent by mail upon receipt
Two heme after he bad read my lettet iself to some extent-but
yesterday I Mitchell Chapple's "Affairs at Washof priee to !ark Medicine Co., Loube was lo my study. Had I been in received a shock-yesterday
I ilin-ovWe are ready for all kinds of hauling I
isville, Ky.
Greenland the result would have been ered that-that"-again he hesitated ington," January National .MagazIne
the some. No; resignation is a mean- painfully - ''that I. have passed
the
It always costa more to live when
ingless word to a man like me"
stage when one may calculate."
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haler
looked
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see,"
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he
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The altuation was growing more cm- one has credit at the store.
"se Aix Ijforaon.tUrS
slowly; "I see."
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ficulty,
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sympathetic, and below the question in
month. The day Is bound to come
"Well?" be said, hooking down.
hie robe lay a note of hardness.
Very slowly Loder rose from his
Chileote returned his glance. The
task. "Well?" he concreted.
suggestion of reproof had accentuated
"flare you nothimr to fey?.
Ills pallor. Under his excitement he
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locked Ill and worn.
annum awl that I kuppoee I am flat
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MI !stared a shipowning. firm. In
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stick with yesteriny`e fiasco, It entne
bark to me. It rushed over my mind
in en inspiration. It wiltaave me and
make you. I'm not Insulting yob,
thongh koreet like to thin* so!'
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the morning. Usual evening services.
THIRD SrREET— The Rev. Peter Fields, pastor. Usual morhlng
and evening services.
TRIMBLE STREET— The Rev. G
LUTHERAN-- The Rev. Mr. Ben- W. Banks, pastor. Usual morning
te, a theokogleal student of St.Louis, and evening services.
•Ill fill the pulpit. Business session at
Church Notes.
2:30 o'clock.
EVANGELICAL— The Rev. WilAt the inee:ing of the Union Teachliams Beurqutn, pastor. Morning sub- ers' Training class next' Monday
ject: "God's Will." Evening subject, night, there will be an exhibit of
"Old Fol.ks at Home."
helps and appliances used in the various Sunday schools of.
the city. SuChristitin.
perintendents are requested to send
TENTH STREET-- Sunday school to the parish house some time on
at 9:30 o'clk, Quincy Wallace, su- Monday any maps, charts, models, ilperintendent. Comneinion as usual.
lustrations, or appliances Used In the
FIRST— lienday school and ooze- teaching of the lessons or concinctina
munion at usual hours.
the school. The leader of the class
MECHANICSBURG -- Sunday will send for anything too bulky to
school at 2:39 o'clock.
be carried if he Is notified of the
stir?e by telephone.
The Woman's Home Mission socii
Presbyterian.
FIRST—The Rev. W. E. Cave, sly of the Trimble street church will
pastor. :Morning subject, "Strength meet Monday afternoon at 2:30
of Hope." Evening subject, "A Poor o'clock . with Mrs. W. L. PuCkete926
Actor in a False Part." "Sunday Harrison street.
school at the usual hour.
KENTUCKY AVENUE-- The Rev..
Candlemas Day.
J. R. Henry, pastor. Morning subToday is Candlemas Day, a church
jet, "The Power of Personality."
holiday In the Catholic ehiircb, and
Evening subject "The Forgiveness of
..services were held this morning at
Sins." Services in the lecture roons.
St. Francis de Sa!e$ church at 7:3L)
o'clock. Candlemas coimmemorates
piscopal.
the presentation of the infant Christ
GRACE-- The Rev. David C. In the terniee and the purification of
Wright, rector. No early communion
Virgin Mary. It was instituted
tomorrow. Sunday school 9:30 a. m. in the first half of the fifth century,
Morning serviee sermon and Holy and ilrst obese-ved in the east. It
Oonimnnion 10:45. Evening prayer takes Its name from the custom, as
and sermon 4:30. Teacher's Training old as the'seventh century, of carryclass Monday 7:30 p. m.
ing lighted candles in procession In
memory of Simeon's words at the
presentation of the infant, "a light to
Baptist.
FIRST— The Rev. Calvin Thomp- Lighten the Gentiles, and the glory of
son, pastor. Morning sdbject, "Pub- the people of Israel." In this de)
lishing the Tidings." Evening sub- the Roman Cathoiles consecrate the
ject, "Who Goes There, How
Are candiee to be used in their churches,
They Treated, and How Long Will and in the household. throughout the
eneuing year. The -feast is also obThey Stay?"
SECOND-- The Rev. U. G. Gra- served by tie Lutherans.

1 AT THECHURCHESI:
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219-223 Broadway
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next week we will make a special show of our Spring Wash _Goods,
FORallthe
just newly arrived and consisting of some most attractive patterns in
Percals, Ginghams, Figured Madras, Linens and the like, everything that you
will need for early spring---shirt waist suits or children's dresses. We want you
to come down" this next week, while all of these ,are on display, where you can see
every new style and select some of the prettiest for your own use. As for price,
we are always right on that---just a little cheaper or a better quality for the price
than you get elsewhere---not mentioning the much larger assortment we furnish.
We Are Aowing turtz:ntire 'few :fines of Vereald. We YEandle the Zest tnes %tide. 36
Aches Wide, yast Volors, and Urge Ziou to Zug now. 9riee 12 1.2e hard.
25 pieces new tailor plaids, in gray and brown, 36-inch
wide for children's dresses, special for
10c for yard
36-inch French Percals, white grounds, neat small
figures, fast colors, for shirt waists, children's dresses
and shirt waist suits
20c per yard
36-inch printed India Linon, a beautiful show fabric,
looks like the old-fashioned Linen Lawns, fast colors,
for
20c per yard
Solid colored Linens, blue', pink, green, red and black,
last colors, 36 inches wide, for children's
dresses,
25cper yard

"Swastika"

geadipto:Wear 9epartment

Indicates goodness toward man, being a sign or symbel for good_
health, long life, prosperity and much pleasure to the wearer.
Four times during the year this sign may be seen at midnight
which means

%cubit

21ortclaq

sample line of fine well made Underwear that we are offering at manufacturers' cost, is still
OURcomplete.
It cons;sts of more than a thousand pieces--Corset Covers, Skirts, Chemese,Gowns

Continue
With

and Drawers. No two garments alike; all well made, nicely trimmed, cut full size and made of best
quality materials" and sold to you for less than you can make them up for. Corset Covers 25c to
$3.00; Drawers 25c to $3.75; Skirts 50c to $10; Gowns 50c to $8.50.
We still have a good assortment of Coat Suits, in blacks and blues, that we are selling at onehalf regular prices: A $22.50 suit for $11.25; a $25.00 suit for $12.50, less than the separate skirt or
coat would cost you.
Good line of Mixture Coats, full length, made of all wool materials, a splendid garment for
service. $5.00 each.

Courage
-The Swastika is one of the most widely diffused ,,symbols,
1446, 1501, 13. C. The name is Indian and connected with the
Great Son Goi called Astika. It has been found in Europe, Asia
aid America and is now the object of endless speculation among
scholars. Made in Sterling Silver enameled.

Fobs_......

50 pieces 30-inch fast colored Batistes, all of this seafon's best styles, this is the best cloth at the price that
will be shown this season,
10 per yard
25 pieces 30-inch book fold Madras, in all the best
styles, for boys' waists, children's dresses and etc , a
special value for
10c per yard
New Ginghams, fast colors; the greatest assortment we
have ever shown, buy them now while the stock is corn.
10c and 12 1-2 per yard
This searon's new dress material "Chiffon Lisse" the
prettiest cloth we have ever shown, in all designs and
25c per yard

Jpecial

IL
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6pring Wash Sods

ham, pastor. Usual morning and evening services.
FOR SALE.
Brick Store on elements street, Me.
NORTH TWELrTH— The Rev..).
R. Clark, pastor. The pulpit will be chatticsburg, 20010 with additional
filled In the evening, by the Rev. E..reom 12a64P at side of main building,
H. Cunningham. Sunday school at glass front to ceiling, stunted on lot
40%130. Two-story stable across back
2:30 p. us.
end of lot, opening on 16 foot alley.
,Methodist.
Price $11,800.
Terms satisfactorily
BROADWAY-- TrIO Rev. W.
arranged. H. C. Hollins, Real Estate,
Boiling. pastor. Morning subject, Rentals'and General Insurance. True'StifforinIr of (h :'"l 1114i ti:' (il()
!MOH Itldn. TeliphOtle 127.

Brooches.......-......50C &75c
Charms- 50c 75c

o.

flat Pins
Stick

$ 1.00 to $.50 each.

We also have a nice line of Cut Mass, Handpainted China
and Silverware for wedding presents. Next time give us a call

J

WANNER, 3

eBwroealed wayr

Allowser

A Blfi MUSLIN UNDERWEAR SALE
Thc lowest prices muslin undergarments will be sold for during 1907. Clearing
Sale prices on all remaining winter goods.
This and other $1.50
glrments are in the $1
assortment. Arn't such
values surprising?
Arn't they worth coming for?

0
Wonderful bargains out newly or

Nolky new spring style, in
Skirts, Fashionable

The new end

beautifui Amerlean

Lady Consists at $1 to $2,

rived Dress Goods.

Suits,

new

$tylish

Silk and White Lean Weiser+.
Newt) arrived ions ,of long French
0-kere.r

The new 1907 3,0c (lingnams marked special at IC 2-3c ts yard
Three thousand yards of new ein
broideries iii a fine let assortmolit,
inarked at prices uie.t priti di-pose of
these lots, oulektY.

New Milks ffesh from the looms.
not tender from age, priced ot prices
that will please you.
These new assortment

The 'slaughter prices in the Clothing I/epartment, big valties in
the
Shoe Department with the introdne-

and the almoot daily arrival of other new as-

tory .low prieen in the new Grocery
Department, nil eambino to make

sortments ,together with our Great
Cut Peke Nearing Sale ofail remeltsing winter woods,

this big retire the teace of unusual
buying irstereset during tilts days of
.
1.
rustrY

•

Harbour's Department Store

'Plus time for

Muslin

busing Is now.

That's

underwear sal9
You.

Underwear
what

this

means

for

Dotter take ativaritage of this

vies-Lai trade event while price. are
at the lowest' they

will he for the

whole Yews.
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